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Abstract: 

We designed and built a photoplethysmogram (PPG) sensor that obtains an optically 

measured signal that contains frequency information of the user's heart rate. This sensor can 

be used for non-invasive patient monitoring or for consumer use as a tool for gauging 

physical activity. The device is controlled with an MSP430 microcontroller that 

communicates to an Android app using a Bluegiga BLE112-A BLE module. This creates a 

user-friendly interface to easily measure heart rate whenever desired. This project 

demonstrates the difficulties associated with measuring and accurately amplifying a 

biological signal as well as processing that signal to obtain useful information. 
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1. Introduction: 

la. Objective: 

The goal of this Engineering 090 (E90) project was to design and implement a 

wireless sensor to track and transmit biomedical signals to a mobile device that functions as 

a receiver, user interface, and control panel for the user. 

lb. Motivation: 

We are motivated to build a device that interacts with the body to acquire a vital 

signal in order to better understand how various biological measures are electronically 

collected and processed. We wished to further understand analog designs of these systems as 

well as how to design and build a circuit board from first principles. Furthermore, we wanted 

to be able to present and control the measurement of these types of signals in a user friendly 

manner. Finally, the recent emergence of wearable technologies which offer non invasive 

methods to obtain information from the human body are of great interest as they drastically 

reduce the device footprint for both patient monitoring and fitness tracking. Any system that 

makes obtaining biological information more accessible is of great benefit to society. 

Building a wearable photoplethysmogram was a means to learn about all of these different 

ideas and processes. 

lc. Background: 

The first component of the design consisted of designing and implementing a 

Photoplethysmography (PPG) sensor to measure and record blood flow, from which heart 

rate information was obtained. PPG sensing utilizes changes in light reflected by an organ 

due to changes in volume of blood. The ultimate design is intended to have a relatively low 

user footprint, such that the electronics can be secured wirelessly to the forearm without 

significant disruptions to the user. 

The second component of the design was to add wireless transmission functionality 

to the underlying sensing electronics. The goal of this aspect of the design was to allow for 

signals recorded by the PPG sensing architecture to be transmitted via Bluetooth Low 

Energy (BLE) signals to a mobile device that served as a receiver and external memory 

storage device. As a result, the memory storage requirements of the sensing electronics were 

minimized, as was the footprint of the sensor. The mobile device aspect of the design 

consisted of an onboard, native Android application that receives and displays data in 
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real-time. The mobile application also allows for historical information on heart-rate to be 

stored and considered at the convenience of the user. 

The overall design consists of a PPG sensor connected to a microcontroller that 

serves to filter motion noise as well as transmit the cleaned signal to the mobile receiver 

through BLE. A flowchart of this design is shown below in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Design flow chart 
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2. Theory: 

2a. PPG Signals: 

Photoplethysmography (PPG) is the use of optical components to obtain a 
plethysmogram, which is a measure of the amount of blood present in an area of tissue. 

PPGs are obtained by measuring the reflectance of light within the tissue. This signal is 
extremely useful as the amount of blood present in the finger, wrist, earlobe, or any other 

extremity oscillates at the same frequency as a heartbeat Therefore, a PPG can be used as a 
very effective non-invasive means of measuring heart rate as well as oxygen saturation. 

Figure 2: Explanation of how a reflected or transmitted light signal can be used to obtain a 

PPG measurement! 

Incident 
light 

I H;gh Transmitted light 1 Low 

Attenuated 
light 

-Cardiac cycle 

Venous de 

Skin, pigmentation de 

A PPG is typically obtained using an LED and photodiode, as both of these electrical 
components are low cost and relatively sensitive. The LED is placed next to the photodiode 

so that only light that is reflected from within the tissue will be detected by the photodiode 
(Figure 2). This raw current output must be further processed through amplification and 

filtering in order to obtain the heart rate information it contains. The photodiode emits a 
current of that is proportional to the amount of light that is reflected. This signal will contain 
light that is reflected off of tissues, such as skin, bones, arteries and veins, which is a constant 

1 http://electronicdesiWJ,.Com /difiital-ics/build-wrist-heart-rate-m onitor-using--ultra-low-power-mcu 
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DC amount of light. As the goal is to measure heart rate, this DC signal must be filtered out 

so that only current caused by light reflected by the blood is present. Furthermore, the 
output current is small (0.42 uA per O.lmW/cmA2 of reflected light) and must be amplified 
with a large gain in order to be detected. These two considerations make using active 
bandpass ftlters an ideal solution. Any signal outside the range of a heart rate (0.5-3 Hz) will 
be attenuated, while frequencies within that range are amplified 

Figure 3: Phot:odet:ector and LED Block Diagraml 

Analog front end 

Photodetecfor 

II II 

2 http:llelectronicdesign.com/digital-icslbuild-wrist-heart-rate-monitor-using-ultra-low-power-mcu 
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2b. Design -Part 1: Analog Front End (APE) 

i. Optical Sensor for PPG Measurement: 

For our design we chose to use the SFH7060 manufactured by BioMon (Figures 4 

and 5). This sensor is designed for both heart rate monitoring as well as blood oximetry. It 

contains three green LEDs for PPG, as well as one red and one IR for oximetry. This is ideal 

for our application as it gives the flexibility to increase or decrease the PPG signal strength 

by increasing the amount of LEDs in use. We do not use the IR or Red LEDs, but these 

would offer another functionality of oximetry in future work. 

Figure 4: Diagram of BioMon SFH 7060 
Sensor 

ii. Design of Analog Circuit for AFE: 

Figure 5: Pinout of BioMon SFH7060 
Sensor 

Top view 

In order to properly amplify and filter the raw output from the photodiode, two main 

sections of the amplification must be considered: the transimpedance amplifier and the 

bandpass filter. The overall function of the Analog Front End is summarized in Figure 6. The 

sensor outputs a current corresponding to the incident light acting on the photodiode. In 

order to amplify the sensor signal, the current must first be converted to a voltage using a 

transimpedance amplifier. The raw PPG signal (which contains both the desired signal and 

additional frequencies outside the biologically relevant range) is then amplified and filtered 

using a 2-stage bandpass filter. A buffer circuit is then used to interface the Analog Front 

End with the microcontroller. The design considerations for the AFE are discussed below. 

http://www.osram-os.com/Graphics/XPic0/00187725 O.pdf/SFH%207060.%20Lead%20(Pb)%20Free%20Product% 
20-% 20RoHS% 20Compliant.pdf 
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Figure 6: Summary of Analog Front End Design 
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As discussed above, the current output of the photodiode must be converted into a 
voltage for further amplification. Figure 7 shows the basic design of a transimpedance 

amplifier for use with a photodiode. Rf sets the gain of the amplifier with Cf helps add to the 

stability of the system by preventing high frequency fluctuations. In order to select suitable 

values for both of these components, the design specifications of the SFH 7060 were 

reviewed. The selections of these component values must take into consideration bandwidth 

of the transimpedance amplifier which is given by: 

fcutoff = 
GBP 

2IIRf*Cf' 

Based on the specifications we selected Rf to be lOOkQ and Cf to beO.l pF. The op amps used 

(TLV 2774) have a GBP of 5.1 MHz therefore our maximum passed frequency is about 9 

kHz. This is suitable to sufficiently amplify the signal as well as pass all the important 
frequencies from the signal. 

Figure 7: Transimpedance Amplifier4 

4 http://vvww.osram-os.com/Graphics/XPic2/00l43437 O.pdf/BioMon% 20Sensor% 20SFH% 207050.pdf 
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The second stage of our deO.gn was an active 2"' order bandpa .. filte~: Tills allowed 

for limiting the signal from about 05 to 3 H2 (the range of a heartbeat) while amplifying the 
signal to a range of about 0 to 3 V. Tills was accomplished using a passive high pass filter in 
series with an active low pass filter as seen in Figure 6. The exact cutoff frequencies were 
0.72H2 and 234Hz. Make note that this cin:uit contains two of the same bandpass section in 
series. Tills design is meant to increase the gain up to ~4. without greatly amplifying Op 
amp impelfections, such as a DC offset 

l'"l!l= 8: ~High ~'~~sa Film;& 

c 
v,. ~ t--,--o v .. , 

R 

sCR 
II ( s) = .,-:.:C.:, 

1 +sCR 

The high pass filters are constructed as per the RC cit1:uit seen in Figure 8. Tills 

circuit passes all frequencies inputs above the cutoff frequency f = l/(2n-RC) with no 
attenuation while attenuating frequencies above the cutoff frequency at a rate of -20 
dB{decade. The high pass filters used in our application have values of C = q7 pF and R = 47 
kQ for a cutoff frequency of 0.72 H2. Tills part of the cit1:uit is key for cutting out the DC 
component of the raw photodiode output due to rdlection from skin, bone, and other 
tissues discussed in the PPG theory above. 

The active low pass filters function in a similar way, but also include an op amp in 
older to amplify the passed frequencie~ Figure 9 shows an active low pass filter with a cutoff 
frequency given by f = 1{(2J<R.C). Tills filter ooly passes frequencies below the cutoff with a 
gain of ~ while negatively attenuating frequencies above the cutoff at a rate of -20 
db{decade. Our design uses component values of C = 0.1 pF and R, = 680 I& for a cutoff 

frequency of 234Hz. The value of R, is varied from 10 I& to 47 kQ depending on the gain 
deO.red. The gain is adjusted based on the sensor position, as signals obtained from the finger 
are of much greater amplitude than the wrist As such when measuring a signal from the 
wrist, a smaller valueofR, is needed to obtain a higher gaiiL Tills gain would not be ideal for 
a signal from the finger as it would lead to saturatiOIL 
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Figure l1: Active Low Pass Filt~.!r' 

c 

ll(s) = 
R2 1 

Rll +sCR2 

The final stage of our analog design is a follower on the output of the bandpass filter 
section A follower is an op amp set-up 1A~th unity gain by taking the input in at v. and 
directly cormecting v_ to the output The goal of the follower circuJt is to provide a low 
impedance output combined 1A~th a high input impedance for the interface between the AFE 
and the MSP430. This effectively isolates the AFE from the MSP430 pin and prevents 
unwanted loading effects. 

The final consideration taken when designing the analog portion of the circuJt was to 
make it single supply. In a single supply design, because there is only one voltage source, all 

op amps must be powered from ground to V,. as opposed to -V,. to V« in a t1Aro supply 
design. Because the op amps in the circuJt above 1A~ll need to output negative and positive 
voltages, they must be grounded at V ,./2 in order to represent negative voltage signals. V.J2 
is known as analog ground and can be obtained from the voltage divider circuJt in Figure 10 
where both resistors have the same value. The output of this circuJt is cormected to the 
ground of the op amps so that the output of the filtering and amplifications will be centered 
around V.j2 instead of 0 volts. 

Figure 10: Analog Cround7 

IN 
(3) 

(B) 

(2) 
COMMON 

• https:Uen. wikioediaorzlwiki/Low-pass .filter 
7 http:Uwww.ticomcnlcnllitlds/symlink/tle242b.pdf 
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2c. Part 2: Digital Interface: 

i. MSP430 Interface for measurePPGO Function: 

In order to process the signal from our Analog Front End, as well as control the 
various functions of our device, we used an MSP430G2553 microcontroller made by Texas 
Instruments. The main functionality of this device that needs to be understood for our 
design are the various clocks (Sub Master Clock, ACLK, and DCO), input/output (I/0) pins, 
Timer A, A/D conversion, and serial communication both for programming the 
microcontroller and communicating with the Bluegiga BLE chip. All of these parts can best 
be explained by breaking down their use in a function we developed to control the SFH 7060 
for collection and heart rate determination. 

Figure 11: Basic Clock Module Block Diagram8 

AClK 

A.lrolai)·CIOd< 

In order to properly operate the MPS430G2553 for this use, we had to initialize the 
Digitally Controlled Oscillator (DCO) clock to be the Main clock at 1 MHz. This is done by 
editing the BCSCTLl and as well as the DCOCTL registers. The DCO clock is extremely 
accurate and is an excellent choice to run the various peripheral clocks we use throughout 
our design The first of these peripherals is the Subsystem Clock (SMCLK), which is used to 
run Timer A for frequency determination. The SMCLK is set to 125 KHZ by diving DCO by 
8. This is accomplished by setting the DIVSx bits on BCSTL2 to 11. The final clock needed 

8 http://www.ti.com/lit/u:i/slaul44j/slaul44 j.pdf 
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for our design was the Auxiliary clock (ACLK) which is used to set the sampling rate of the 
AID conversion. ACLK is run by dividing the Very Low-Power Low-Frequency Oscillator 
(VLO) by 8 by setting the DIVA bits to both high. The VLO clock is set to be 12kHz, but has 
loose specifications and so can be as low as 4 kHz and as high as 20 kHz. For our application 
of ACLK, the exact value of the VLO clock does not need to be very precise, as we only need 
a general range for our sampling rate and can adjust the ACLK divide bits and the length of 
the sample and hold time to control the exact sampling rate. 

Another important function of the MSP430 is our design is the use of IIO pins. We 
used 1 input pin for our analog PPG and 2 output pins to control the LEDs on the SFH 7060 
sensor. Pin 1.4 is set as our input pin using the INCH_4 bits of the AID converter. A pullup 
resistor is also used on 1.4 with the P1REN registers. Pins 2.1 and and 2.2 are set us outputs 
for the LEDs using the P2DIR register. This functionality is summarized in the flowchart in 
Figure 12. 

Turn LED 1 ON I 
during collection 

~ 
Mlcrocontroller 

(MSP430) 

Turn LED 2 ON if I 
input PPG signal 

too small 

Figure 12: LED Control flowchart 

-------------------~ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

: 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Sensor 

Green LED 1 

Green LED 2 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Photodlode + 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I L------------------1 

AFE r- Filtered 
PPG Signal 

Once the timers are correctly configured, the analog to digital functionality can be 
used in order to convert the analog output of the AFE into a 10 bit digital signal. In order to 
set this conversion for our use, we decreased the sampling rate in two ways. First, we used 
the slowed down ACLK as the input of the converter by using the ADCSSEL_1 bits on the 
ADClOCTLl register. Then using the ADC10SHT_2 bits on the ADCIOCTLO register, we 
increase the hold time of the sample and hold rate by a factor of 16. This decreases the 
sampling rate to about 70 Hz, which is an ideal level for our operation. This gives us enough 
information to obtain the heart rate information from the PPG, without greatly 
oversampling. 

In order to obtain the heart rate from the frequency of the PPG, we also need to use 
Timer A in order to measure the period of our incoming signal. Timer A has various settings 
which allow for functionally such as Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) and running complex 
protocols on various outputs. For our use, we simply needed to measure a time between two 
points on the signal. To this end, we initialize the timer to continuous mode using the 
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TA1CTL register by setting the MCx bits to MC_2. While in continuous mode, Timer A 
counts up to OxFFFF (65535 in decimal) and then resets as seen in Figure 13. The timer is 

run from the SMCLK which is running at 125 kHz and is divided by 8 for the timer 

application. This means the we have the capability of counting to a maximum of 
65535/(125000/8) = 4.19 seconds. The slowest frequency we expect to encounter is about 
O.SHz, which would be a period of 2 seconds, so these settings work well for our application. 

Figure 13: Timer A in continuous mode9 

12.2.3.3 Continuous Mode 

In the continuous mode, the timer repeatedly counts up to OFFFFh and restarts from zero as shown in 
Figure 12·4. The capture/compare register TACCRO works the same way as the other capture/compare 
registers. 

OFFFFh ···········-·······-············-·-····· ·····-··················· ........ ·--···· ............................................... --·-··············· 

Figure 12-4. Continuous Mode 

ii. MSP430 Frequency Search Algorithm: 

One of the most basic ways to measure the frequency of a signal is to pick out two 
points at the same location one period ahead of each and measure their distance in order to 
measure the period. While this is simple with human observation, other techniques must be 

used to implement this digitally. The basic algorithm we used to determine the heart rate 

from an incoming PPG signal uses a high and a low threshold. The high threshold is slightly 
less than the maximum value of the signal and the low threshold is slightly greater than the 

minimum value of the signal. Using these thresholds the system checks for a point exceeding 
the high threshold, and will not check this condition again until a point less than the low 

threshold has been measured. This allows for frequency determination as the system will 
always pick out two points at the high thresholding on the rising edge of the signal (Figure 

14). These points can be used to measure the period using Timer A on the MSP430 as 
described above. 

The main issue using this technique is determining the thresholds to use. This can be 

a significant problem as the PPG data we measured often varied greatly in peak to peak 
voltage as the sensor was used at different location on the body and with different users. We 
developed a method that determines the maximum and minimum of the signal as it is being 

9 http:/!www.ti.com/lit/ug/slaul44j!slaul44j.pdf 
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read in from a novel measurement. This ensures that the thresholds will be set correctly 
from measurement to measurement. 

lit !lOll 

!1\tiH I 
\ j ii.I.Wi ttl'tll !ll 

01 1 Jok- Pk IV l ....... 
tlll]l'l 
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.... 
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'....~ 
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Thl.s .Jgorlthrn wa$ writt~ InC and progmnrned onto and MSPl\30 rnlcrocontroller. 

Once a conunmd from the Android app to start a measurement is received, one of the three 
LEDs on the Sl'H7060 is turned on. The main while loop of the code starts each iteration by 
converting the analog filtered and amplified signal to a ]()·bit digital signal at a rate of about 

70Hz. Thl$loop Is iterated 200 tirnts with no action upon iniO.U .. tlon to pause for about 3 
seconds. Thl.s pause is Included as the photodlode signal takes a few seconds once the 
Sl'H7060 LED is 1irst turned on to start reading in the PPG signal 

After this first pause, another 150 loops are used to detennine the nu.ximum and 
rninirnurn of the signal Jf the signal rneuured is too srn.ll, a second LI!D will be turned on. 
The .Jgorlthrn will then start the rneasurern~t from the beginning; Jf the sign,) is large 
enough the minimum and maximum are wed to detennine the high and low thresholds to 
be used in order to measure the frequency. These threshold are set by the rule: 

high • rn<x · (max · rnln) • 0.25; 
low = min~ (max· min) • 0.25; 

Thl.s rule ensures the high threshold is always higher than the low threshold and that 
there is sufficient separation between the two thresholds. The threshold search algorithm 1.1 
summarized In Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Flow Chart of Threshold Search Algorithm 
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Using Timer A and the thresholding technique described above, 11 measurements of 
the period of the signal are measured. Each of the points is turned into a heart rate by with 

the rule HR = 60/period. These 11 points are stored in an array and sorted so that their 

median can be determined. The median and the point above and below it are then averaged. 
This is determined as the HR of the system and is sent using the BLE module back to the 

Android app. The median filter allows for any outlier points taken in to be thrown out so 
that they do not add inaccuracy into the measurement. 
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iii. MSP430 to BLE112A UART Communication!Q~ 

a) UART Communication Setup: 

The Bluegiga BL£112-A module was used as a standalone Bluetooth receiver and 

transmitter for the device. Bluegiga provides a custom API (BGAPI) that is used to 

externally control the Bluetooth module. A summary of the off-module BGAPI control 

functionality is shown in the flowchart in Figure 16. 

Figure 16: Bluegiga BGAPI Off-Module Control11 

BLE112 Module/ BLED112 Dongle 

USB/UART 

BGAPI Protocol Host 
(PC/MCU) 

Using the BGAPI, the BL£112-A module communicates with the host (MSP430) using the 
UART serial protocol. The UART communication itself consists of 8 bit data packets sent 

back and forth between the host and BL£112-A module. 

The MSP430 provides a module called "Universal Serial Communications Interface" 

(USCI) that supports a number of serial communications protocols. The USCLA module 

was used because it supported the UART protocol. Prior to programming the UART 
functionality, a number of registers on the MSP430 must be configured. The MSP430 

summarized in Figure 17. 

10 It should be noted that a significant portion of the DART communication protocol, setup, and initialization, was 
adapted from an implementation provided by Hardware Breakout 
https:{fgithub.com/HardwareBreakout/BluetoothLowEnergyBoosterPack 
11 https://bluegiga.zendeskcom/entries/22412436 
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Figure 17: MSP430 UART Configuration Registersu 
Register Short Form Register Type Address Init ial State 

USCI_AO control register 0 UCAOCTLO Read/write 060h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO control register 1 UCAOCTL1 Read/write 061h 001h with PUC 

USCI_AO Baud rate control register 0 UCAOBRO Read/write 062h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO baud rate control register 1 UCAOBR1 Read/write 063h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO modulation control register UCAOMCTL Read/write 064h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO status register UCAOSTAT Read/write 065h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO receive buffer register UCAORXBUF Read 066h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO transmit buffer register UCAOTXBUF Read/write 067h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO Auto baud control register UCAOABCTL Read/write 05Dh Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO lrDA transmit control register UCAOIRTCTL Read/write 05Eh Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO lrDA receive control register UCAOIRRCTL Read/write 05Fh Reset with PUC 

SFR interrupt enable register 2 IE2 Read/write 001h Reset with PUC 

SFR interrupt flag register 2 IFG2 Read/write 003h OOAh with PUC 

UCAOCTLO is used to configure the protocol type and characteristics. In our design, 
the default configurations are used, which include UART mode (UCMODEx = 00), 
asynchronous communication (ACSYNC = 0), and 8-bit data size (UC7BIT = 0). The 
register is summarized below in Figure 18. 

Figure 18: UCAOCTLO Register and Reset/Default Bit V alues13 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

UCPEN UCPAR UCMSB UC7BIT UCSPB UCMODEx UCSYNC 

rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 

The UCAOCTL1 configures the USCI module clocks, interrupts, and transmit breaks. 
The register is summarized below in Figure 19. In our design, the only change to the default 

configurations are that we configure the UCAOCTLl register to have SMCLK enabled 
(UCSSELx = 10). 

Figure 19: UCAOCTL1 Register and Reset/Default Bit Values14 

7 6 5 

UCSSELx UCRXEIE 

rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 

12 MSP430G2553 Family user guide page 428 
13 MSP430G2553 Family user guide page 429 
14 MSP430G2553 Family user guide page 430 

4 3 2 

UCBRKIE UCDORM UCTXADDR UCTXBRK 

rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 

0 

UCSWRST 

rw-1 
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The baud rate is set using the UCAOBRO and UCAOBR1 registers. The UCAOBRO 
register configures the required division factor to achieve a d esired baud rate given the clock 
frequ ency of the b81.1d rate clock source (SMCLK --> BRCLK), which is given by: 

N _JMCU _J!.WCU 
r woo , JAL7) 

A baud rate of 9600 bits per second was used because fue data feed did not need to be 
excessively fast given our application. As a result, the divisor is given by: 

w• 
N--- 104.t6m77 

9600 

The integer portion of the divisor, 104, is defined by UCAOBRO and UCAOBR1, such that 
UCAOBRO = 104 and UCAOBR1 = 0. The overall prescalerfor the baud rate selection is given 
by (UCAOBRO + U CAOBR1 * 256) = 104. The bit timing is configured using the modulation 
features of the USCLAO module. A UCBRSx value of 5 was chosen for the modulation 
register UCAMCTL to minimize the bit error associated 1Wh the bit timing. 

The fins! component of the UART communication is composed of enabling 
interrupts on UART data packet reception in the C implementation UART receive (RX, TX 
= transmit) interrupts are very important in the design, as the BLE module simply relays 
data packets sent from the mobile application that are meant to control some function on 
the device. Each time the mobile application relays a control data packet to the BLE module, 
it triggers an interrupt on the MSP430 via these UART RX interrupts. Overall initialization 
of the UART communication between the Bl.E112-A module and the MSP430 can be 
summarized in fue following lines of code: 

II Initialize U:ART 
PlSEL = EIT1 + EIT2; 
P1SEL2 = EIT1 + EIT2; 
UellOeTL1 I= UeSSEL_2: 
Uell OERO = 10 4 ; 
UellOER1 = 0 ; 
UellOHeTL = UCERS2 + UCERSO; 
UellOeTL1 &= ~ueSl·lRST; 

IE2 I= UeAORXIE; 

II Set P1.1 = RXD, P1.2 = RXD 

II SI!CLK and base clock 
II D!Hzl104 9600 

II llJHz 9600 
II Uodulation UCERSx = 5 
II **Initialize user state machine** 
II Enable user _llO RX inte•·rupt 

b) UART Communication Implementation -Transmission": 

UART transmission is achieved by loading the transmit buffer UCAOTXBUF. This 
data buffer is used to hold data waiting to be moved into the transmit shift register and 
transmitted on UCAOTXD. When the TX buffer is loaded, it clears the transmit interrupt bit, 
disabling additional data from being written to the TX buffer prior to the transmission 

~ MSP430G2553 Family User guid•, P"!l' 432 
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Writing to the TX buffer initiates a transmission, from which the baud rate generator is 

enabled, and UCAOTXBUF data is moved to the transmit shift register on the next clock 

cycle after the shift register empties. Once the transmission is complete, the transmit buffer 

is cleared and the transmitter is idle until UCAOTXBUF is loaded again. 

The transmit interrupt functionality is important in our design because the SMCLK 

frequency is changed to 250kHz in measurePPG() function before resetting to lMHz for 

UART functionality. Since our application does not require a constant stream of data 

transmission, given that data cannot be received until the measurePPG() function is 

completed, we were able to separate the data transmit/receive clock cycles from the Timer A 

clock cycles required for the frequency search algorithm. The transmit function is shown 

below: 

void SendByte_UART(unsigned char TXValue){ 

while (!(IFG2&UCAOTXIFG)); 

UCAOTXBUF = TXValue; 

II USCI_AO TX buffer ready? 

II send 8-bit character 

The SendByte_UART function will only load the TX data buffer the UCAOTXIFG (TX 

interrupt flag) is low, meaning that there is no transmit interrupt pending. The unsigned 

char is restricted to 1 byte ( 8 bits). 

c) UART Communication Implementation- Receive Interrupts: 

When data is received by the BLE112A module, it relays the 8-bit data packet to the 

MSP430 via the RX line of the MSP430 on Pl.l. In our implementation, this triggers a 

USCIORX interrupt, summarized in the code below, where the RX data is saved globally via 

the UART _RXData variable. In addition, the StatusRegister, which defines the main loop 

function, is triggered such that functions for UART _RX are flagged. This is discussed in 
depth in Part d). The CPU is also woken up from low power mode. 

#praq.ma vector=USCIABORX_VECTOR 

__ interrupt void USCIORX_ISR(void){ 

UART_RXData = UCAORXBUF; II Received byte to UART_RXData 
StatusRegister 1= UART_RX; II Set the UART_RX flag for the main loop 

__ bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPMO_bits); II Wake-up CPU 

d) UART Communication - Main Loop, Transmission, and Control Data: 

The overall goal of the UART communication protocol is to allow a mobile device to 
relay command data packets to the MSP430 that produce some function on the MSP430 and 
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peripherals, either resulting in a physical change( e.g. toggling an LED) or calling a data 

collection function to relay device data back to the mobile device. This control architecture 

is achieved in the main loop, where a number of switch/case statements are used depending 

on the state of the global StatusRegister variable. 

The outer switch/case statement is used to separate functions triggered via commands 

received from UART RX interrupts versus other states the status register might take. This 

switch/case statement takes the form: 

switch(StatusRegister) 
{ 

case 0: 

break; 

case UART RX: 

break; 

case ADC: 

break; 

II No flag set 

II UART byte received 

II ADC Value received 

When the status register is in the idle state (0), the processor is kept in low power 

mode with interrupts enabled. Otherwise, there are two possibilities - either the status 

register is set by a UART RX interrupt or an ADC interrupt The UART RX interrupt results 

in another switch/case statement being initiated where the data packet (UART_RXData 

global variable) defines some desired function being called by the user of the mobile device. 

There are four main commands that can be sent as well as three peripheral commands, given 

by: 

Main Commands: 

GET vee 
GET TEMP 
GET BATTERY 

PPG MEASURE 

Ox34 

Ox35 
Ox36 

Ox37 

Peripheral commands: 

LED TOGGLE 

HELLO WORLD 

AUTHOR INFO 

Ox31 

Ox32 

Ox33 
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For example, if the user sends a data packet to the BLE module of Ox37, the 

PPG_MEASURE case statement is selected, which calls the measurePPG() function and 

triggers a UART RX of the derived HR using the SendByte_UART() function. Other 

received data packets achieve different results but use the same overall method. If the status 

register is triggered via an ADe interrupt, this is the result of one of the GET cases above, 

where processor characteristics are polled and measured using the MSP430 on-board ADe 

set to the temperature, vee, and battery voltage channels. The role of these three GET 

functions was mainly to ensure the BLE connection was functioning as normal, since it 

allowed for a simple test of whether the RX data packets could trigger an RX interrupt, poll 

for additional data given the RX packet command, and transmit data back to the mobile 

device. 
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2d. User Interface 

i. Introduction to Android Application: 

A main goal of the design was to allow for device-to-device communication between 
the heatt-rate monitor and an external mobile device. We decided to use a Nexus 7 (N7) 
2013 tablet running the Android Operating System (OS). This device was chosen for ease of 
development and prototyping. The mobile application was built upon a template provided 
by Hardware Breakout for their BLE BoosterPack16

. This section will consist of an overview 
of how the application components as well as the extensions built for our design. We will 

also discuss how the application is compiled and installed on board the N7. 
The main operation of the Android application for the purposes of this project can be 

summarized by the flowchart in Figure 20. 

Figure 20: Flowchart of Android application navigation scheme 

Home page 
View 

! 
BLE Connect 

View 

! 
Navigation 

Tab 

LED Control Data Gather 
View View 

On startup, the application opens to the Homepage View, where the user is 
welcomed to the application. The next step is the user opens the BLE Connect View, which 
uses the N7 on-board BLE capabilities to connect to the Bluegiga 112-A BLE module. Once 
connected, the user can then navigate to a number of other views. The two most important 
views are the LED Control and the Data Gather views, which serve two important functions. 
First, the LED Control view allows the user to confirm whether the HR-monitoring device is 
communicating appropriately with the N7. The Data Gather view allows the user to send 
commands to the HR monitor via BLE to poll for various types of data from the MSP430 
processor. 

16 ht!:IJs://github.com/HardwareBreakout/BluetoothLowEnergyBoosterPack 
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ii. LED Control View: 

The LED Control view can be used when a BLE module is connected to a TI 

MSP430G2553 Launchpad connected to a BLE112-A as well as a standalone device as in our 

design. Originally, the view was provided by Hardware Breakout to demonstrate how the 

application could be used to register button presses via the peripheral function of Pl.3 on the 

MSP430 Launchpad, physically indicated by the on-board LED toggling. In our design, the 

pushbutton is not present, however the LED toggle functionality still played an important 

role in testing. Primarily, this view was used to test whether the connection to the BLE 

module was functioning adequately - if the blue on-board LED toggled on the button press, 

the BLE communication was working and the application could continue to be used as 

needed. A screen capture of the LED Control view frontend is shown below in Figure 21. 

Figure 21: LED Control view screen capture 

The LED Control view backend is defined by six main functions: onCreateView(), 

onClick(), toggleButton(), clearButton(), incrementCount(), and dataReceived(). The 

on Create View() function is called when the fragment that defines the LED Control View is 

initialized (i.e. after the navigation button to get to the view is pressed). The onCreateView() 

function creates and returns the view hierarchy associated with the fragmentl7
. For example, 

in the onCreateView the clearButton and toggleButton objects are instantiated, and 

17 http:// developer.Android.com/reference/Android/app/Fra~ment.html 
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onClickListeners are enabled. When one of toggleButton or clearButton are pressed, the 

onClickListener for that button is triggered and the on Click() function is called. The 

on Click() function then executes another function based on which of the buttons are 

pressed (i.e. toggleButton() function called for toggleButton press). The clearButton() 

function clears the counter in the center of the view, while the toggleButton() function sends 

a data packet to the HR monitor that toggles the on-board LED via a UART RX interrupt. 

iii. Data Gather View: 

The Data Gather view is where the primary function of the mobile device occurs. 

Using the Data Gather view, the user can poll the MSP430 for processor information, as well 

as take a PPG measurement wirelessly without having to interface the HR monitor with a 

desktop computer or a wired connection. A screen capture of the Data Gather view frontend 

is shown below in Figure 22. 

Figure 22: Data Gather view screen capture 

Similar to the LED Control view, the Data Gather view backend is defined by an 

on Create View() function, an on Click() function, button press functions, and a set of 

functions that define the role of each respective button. However, an additional component 

of the Data Gather view backend is that the actions incurred by the received data are 

somewhat more nuanced. Rather than simply changing one aspect of the view when a data 
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packet is received, the data type that was polled for must be updated in the correct text area. 

That is, when the Update button for vee is pressed, the data packet that is received from 

the MSP430 is expected to update the vee data text area on the view. This is achieved by 

simple conditional logic in the dataReceived() function: 

public void dataReceived(byte[] data) ( 

for (inti= 0; i < data.length; i++) 

if (MODE == MEASURE_ vee) 

MODE= 0; 

else if (MODE - MEASURE_ V _BATTERY) 

MODE= 0; 

else if (MODE - MEASURE_ TEMP) 

MODE= 0; 

else if (MODE - MEASURE PPG) 

MODE = 0; 

The MODE variable is set within the view by the measure Vee(), measureBatteryV(), 

measureTemperature(), and measurePPG() functions. When one of these functions are 

called, the MODE variable is set to one of the following: 

MODEs: 

MEASURE vee = 1; 

MEASURE V BATTERY = 2 ; 

MEASURE_TEMP = 3; 

MEASURE PPG = 4; 
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3. Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Design: 

3a. Design goals: 

Upon building the final version of our PPG sensor, we wanted to have a device that 
not only worked effectively, but also took into consideration sizing and wearability. In 
comparison to some of the leaders on the market, Fitbit has a sensor that is only 3.5xl.S em 

and comes with an easily usable strap to attach the device to the wrist. Under our 

constraints, reducing our design to this size was impossible. However, we decided that if we 
physically detached the Analog Front End (APE) along with the sensor from the rest of the 

design, we could at least have a sensor side that could easily be strapped to a watch. The 
larger part of the board with a battery, MSP430G2553, and Bluegiga BLE could be connected 

to the APE with a flex wire and attached high up on the arm where it was less intrusive. 

Figure 23: Print Circuit Board Block Design 

Part 1: 
Analog Front End 

Part 2: 
AFE Control, DSP & Bluetooth 

Initial PCB 
Design 

Communication 

• 
Part 1: 

Part 2: 

Analog Front End 
AFE Control, DSP & Bluetooth 

Communication 

Final PCB 
Design 
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3b. Multisim Design: 

i. Analog Front End: 

The schematic in Multisim followed the design explained in the theory for the 

Analog Front End. However, we also needed to consider how to separate the AFE from the 

rest of the schematic. In order to accomplish this goal, all of the connections to nets such as 
V cc and ground needed to be separated. As such we made a V cc_AFE net and Ground_AFE 

net which would only be connected to the main board ground and V cc through a 10 pin flex 

wire connector. Now here on the Multisim design were these nets connected. On the 10 pin 

connector analog ground, accelerometer outputs, PPG output, and the output pins 

controlling the LEDs were connected to the main board. 

Figure 24: Analog Front End schematic 

ii. MSP430 Programming Interface Design: 

In order to build a device with an on board MSP430G2553, the device needs to be 

able to interface with code composer through a 6 pin connection. These 6 pins are seen in J4 

of Figure 25: Vee, SBWTCK, SBWTDIO, ground, and pins 1.1 and 1.2 which are RX and TX 

respectively. The pins used for the communication and programming are SBWTCK, 

SBWTDIO. RX and TX are the UART connection used for communication with the BLE 

module as described above. The main consideration when building the hardware layout for 

the MSP430 is to include the 47kQ resistor connected from Vee to SBWTDIO along with a 
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lnF capacitor connected from SBWTDIO to ground. These components are essential for 

timing the initial startup communication from code composer to the MSP430 and must be 

included in the printed circuit board design in order to be able to program the device as 

necessary. The fmal design can be seen in the Multisim schematic in Figure 26 below. 

Figure 25: MSP430G2553 Launchpad Pins Schematid8 

J4 

SL127L6TH 

vee 

R34 R27 
471( 471( 

20Pin Socket 
~ 1 le< 1 .!Q1 r- 20 GND 

' R Xl!L_ 
1 .a UTR ml..II.... 

4 • ' 1. 1 WT I 
1 

J._ 7 7 14 

3ND 
12 

1 ' " ":;;" ... SOCketTBO 
~~ Type: TBD .... 

DNP II -" 
P10 

I I 
GND GND 

Figure 26: MSP430 Multisim. Design Schematic 

18 http://www.ti.com/lit/dslsymlink/msp430g2553.pdf 
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iii. BLE Programing Interface and Communication with MSP430: 

Two considerations needed to be taken into account when designing the BLE 

schematic. First, the chip needed to be able to be loaded with firmware. This was 

accomplished by connecting pins 2.1, 2.1 and RST on the chip to a 12 pin connector which 

was used with a CC debugger to upload the chip's firmware. Second, we needed to 

communicate with the MSP430 in order to control the microprocessor and send data to the 
Android app. This was done by connecting the RX pin on the BLE with the TX of the 

MSP430 and the TX of the BLE with the RX of the MSP430. Furthermore, BLE RTS was 
sent to P2.4 on the MSP430, 0.0 was sent to 2.5, RST was sent to 2.0 and CTS was sent to 2.3. 

These allowed communication from the BLE to the MSP430. 

BLE_OD 

iv. Power Supply: 

Figure 27: BLE Module Multisim Schematic 

. vccJ . 
. j.:jlj . 

u:S 
. BlE112A 

VCC3 r-------' 
.. 3.3V 

BLE~RST 

HDR2X5 · 
Programming . Interface 

·G:lD ~ f--------., . ai.e~P.o:o 

BLE_DD 

R£1' 
t'C· ~; 
rc--1 
Pl> .t. 
I'C·-3 

0-------7.> P2.4 

rc.-, f----=--~>BLE_cTX!> 
ro-s 
EC·_'" > BLE_RXD 

In order to power the device we took two approaches. The first was that the Vee net 

from the MSP430 programming pins would be connected to the a computer, giving power to 

the board. However, we wanted a design that would be wearable and not need to be plugged 
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into either a computer or a wall jack As such, we designed a battery power supply to take in 

two 3V coin cell batteries in series for a 6V supply. This was fed into a 3.3V regulator to 

output the needed voltage for the BLE, MSP430, and op amps. We also added various 0.1 p.F 

capacitors in close proximity to all active circuit components in parallel with the 3.3 V 

output in order to stabilize this voltage. 

Figure 28: Power Supply Multisim Schematic 
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3c. Ultiboard Design: 

The Multisim design was then transferred to Ultiboard for Printed Circuit Board 
(PCB) layout design. In this final design step, we had to develop a method for minimizing 

the size of our final board. In order to save costs, both designs were printed on the same 

board and then cut away from each other for separation. This was done by first designing the 
sensor/APE section. In order to make this as small as possible, pads for components were 

printed on both sides of the board. This added to difficulties when it came to circuit 
construction but allowed for drastic size reduction. The final layout was about 3.5 em x 2.5 

em, which is compararable to the size of the smallest Fitbit module. 

The design of the main board only had components on one side, as there was not as 

much concern for minimization of size. Furthermore, there were many more parts which 
would have made the circuit construction much more difficult and even impossible given the 

tools available. This part of the board was 7.0 em x 6.5 em. In an ideal design, this would be 
reduced further so that the entire design could fit in a watch-like package. 
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Figure 30: Main Board 

Much of the difficulty experienced with the PCB layout design were ensuring that all 

the correct connections between components could be made. In most designs, the net 
connector tool could only make about 80% of about 100 connections. This was because our 

design was quite complex and minimizing the design left little space to correctly connect all 
components. As such, many of the connections had to be made manually, often times using 2 
or 3 through holes to different layers for a single connection. This problem likely could have 

been avoided by more expert circuit design. We tried many different placements of 
components but were never able to fully resolve this issue. In addition, on prototyping these 

connection complexities caused problems. An example of connection issues we faced with a 
prototype board are shown in the appendices, where we needed to repair connections 

manually on the printed board. 
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Figure 31: Connected AFE and Main Board 
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4. Results: 

4a. PCB Design 

i Batte:r;y .Ufe: 

Our final device operates as expected both for the Analog Front End and digital 
processing and communication components. The battery is able to functionally supply our 
circuit enough power to all components. The peak current drain from the battery are given 
below in Table L 

Table 1: Battmy Current Drain 

Load Type Current Load (mA) 

Low Power Mode (LPM) 1~16.7 

PPC .Measurement 30.0..34.0 

An approximation of the battery life can be calculated from the data in Table 1. We assume 
the battery stays in LPM for the majority of use, while the ppgMeasure() function is the only 
function called by the user. The ppgMeasure() function runs for approximately lOs per use, 
with an average current load of 32mA. lf the user calls the ppgMeasure() function x times 
per minute (note that we assume xis in the range from 0 to 6), given that the battery has a 
rating of 225mAh, a typical use will run for (See appendix for derivation): 

raring 225mAII 

load"' - (990+ IS.Sx) 
"""''' mA 60 

Therefore, if the user calls the ppgMeasure() function once per minute, the battery would 
last for: 

,_, 22SmAh B.3h 
IJ.'f~ - 19mA - rs 

Such characteristics allow for sustained operation of the device independent for a wired 
power supply connection for sufficiently long periods of time. In addition, the overall design 
cost approximately $540 (see Appendices for estimate), which is within an acceptable range 
of our budget (originally$500). 

ii. Accelerometer for Adavtive Filtering: 

There was only one major failure in our final PCB design. This was that the pads for 
an accelerometer were incorrectly design on Ultiboard. This minor set back (among other 
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reasons) prevented the implementation of an adaptive filter to remove motion artifacts from 

the PPG signal (see appendix for more detail). 

4b. Testing: 

Primary effectiveness of the device was measured by testing our HR monitor with 

another wearable sensor. We compared measurements obtained from our design with that of 

a current Fitbit model. These results clearly show that our system is in agreement with one 

of the industry leaders in PPG wearable technology, and that our device is successful at 

deriving PPG-based heart rates. 

Table 2: Results Versus Fitbit 

Our Device Fitbit Percent 

HR HR Difference 

65 66 1.52% 

64 64 0.00% 

65 66 1.52% 

70 70 0.00% 

80 75 6.67% 

77 78 1.28% 
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5. Conclusions and Discussion: 

Overall, we were able to design and build a functional wireless photoplethysmogram 

sensor capable of communication with an Android application using Bluetooth Low Energy. 

The main issue in our design came from that fact that it is not easily wearable. The sensor 

and APE section of the device has a small footprint and is easily strapped onto the wrist with 

a watch. However, the digital and power supply section of the board is still quite large and 

cumbersome. It is not easily attached to the wrist and would need to be reduced in size in 

order for the device to be more easily used. 

Another issue with our final product is that it is only able to produce stable 

measurements while the wearer is relatively still. If the user were running or walking, it 

would be very difficult for the system to obtain an accurate measurement. This is an issue 

that can be addressed by adaptive filtering with accelerometer inputs to cancel out motion 

artifacts. While we were able to begin research on this topic and implement a simulation in 

MATLAB, time constraints prevented us from implementing this filter in our final design. 

Despite these issues, our device is able to accurately measure heart rate compared to a 

Fitbit When looking at the analog output of our device, a clear PPG signal can consistently 

be obtained. While our device has a long way to go to be competitive with the leaders in the 

field, the main goals of our design were accomplished, and our system operates as an 

effective and accurate heart rate monitor. 
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7. Appendices: 

Appendix 1 - Project Hardware Cost Breakdown: 

Table 3: Parts List and Estimate of Net Hardware Costs 

Part Description Number Number in Each Unit Cost 
Purchased Final Device ($) 

MSP430G2553 Micro controller (SMT) 6 1 2.38 

MCP1700 3.3 voltage regulator 6 1 0.37 

Flex Cable Base to AFE connection lO 1 1.12 

CCDebugger BLEll2-A Programming 1 1 49.38 

TLV2774CD Quad Operational Amplifier 6 1 3.66 

TLE2426 Analog ground 6 1 1.61 

BLE112-A BLE Module 2 1 11.89 

MSP430G2553 Microcontroller for O* 1 9.99 
Launchpad programming interface 

SFH7060 PPG Optical Sensor 6 1 4.78 

BLE BoosterPack BLE Module MSP430 1 0 50.00 
Interface 

Printed Circuit Board PCB printing cost 1 1 167.00 

JS1020ll Analog switch 6 1 0.51 

MPD 2032 Battery Battery holder 6 1 1.95 
Stack 

Panasonic 2032 20mm Coin cell battery so 2 0.32 
3V Battery 

Passive Components Estimate of costs of passive - - 30.00 
components 

Total Cost 

* MSP430G2553 Launchpads were readily available and did not need to be purchased 

**Two boards were printed, with the original prototype board costing -$99.00 

Total Cost: $537.92 

Total Cost 
($) 

14.28 

2.22 

ll.20 

49.38 

21.96 

9.66 

23.78 

0.00* 

28.68 

50.00 

266.00** 

3.06 

ll.70 

16.00 

30.00 

537.92 
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Appendix 2 - Prototype Board Connection Issues: 

Figure 32: Photograph of prototype board with connection issue repairs 
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Ap_pepdjr 3-Deriyation of :Battery Life: 

Model Parameten: 

x - number of uses per hour 

load;;~ - 32.0mA 

load.;:! - 16.5mA 

r!-< - (60 -lOx) 

rm -lOx 

raring - 225mAh 

Average load current given operation: 

Battery life given average load: 

If x -1 use per hour: 

load.~. -

lotldf.:·l()_...,+load;;.! ·t,.}'O( mA 

60 

16.5·(60 - 10x)+32.0·10x mA 

60 

990+155x 
60 mA 

load;':_. 
--- raring- 225mAh 

' 
... ..., 
4" 

225mAh 

225mAh - 8.3hrs 
19mA 
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Appendix 4 - MSP430 and BLE Source Code: 

#include <msp430g2553 . h> 
#include "stdarg.h" 

II Flag for StatusRegister which allows interrupts to communicate with the main loop 
#define UART_RX BIT0 
#define BUTTON 
#define ADC 

Bill 
BIT2 

II Character commands from the computer 
#define LED_ TOGGLE 0x31 I I "1" 
#define GET_VCC 0x34 
#define GET TEMP 0x35 
#define GET_BATTERY 0x36 
#define PPG_MEASURE 0x37 II 11711 

unsigned char StatusRegister; 
unsigned char UART_RXData; 
unsigned int ADCValue; 
unsigned int HR; 

volatile float count, beat; 

II Function declarations 
void printf( char *, ... ); 
void Initialize(void ); 
void SendByte_UART( unsigned char ); 
void measureVCC( void ); 
void measureTemp( void ); 
void measureBattery(void ); 
void measurePPG(void ); 
int medianFilter( int *arr); 

void main( void ) { 

WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD; 
BCSCTL1 = CALBC1_1MHZ; 
DCOCTL = CALDCO_lMHZ; 

II Initialize UART and IIO 
Initialize(); 

II Main running loop 
while (1) 
{ 

I I "4" 

I I "s" 
I I "6" 

II Byte received via UART 
II Value measured from ADC 
II HR measurement 

II Stop WDT 
II Set calibrated DCO values 

II Determine which flags are set and run code accordingly 
switch(StatusRegister) 
{ 

II No flag set 
case 0: 

__ bis_SR_register(LPM0_bits + GIE); II Enter LPM0, interrupts 
enabled 
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8 bits 

} 

} 
} 

break; 

II UART byte received 
case UART_RX: 

StatusRegister &= ~UART_RX; II Clears the Status Flag 

II Determine which command was sent 
switch (UART_RXData) 
{ 

} 
break; 

case LED TOGGLE: 
PlOUT "= BIT0; 
break; 

case GET_VCC: 
measureVCC(); 
break; 

case GET_TEMP: 
measureTemp(); 
break; 

case GET BATTERY: 
measureBattery(); 
break; 

case PPG_MEASURE: 
measurePPG(); 
SendByte_UART(HR); 
break; 

default : break; 

II Button pressed 
case BUTTON: 

PlOUT "= BITG; 
StatusRegister &=~BUTTON; II Clears the Status Flag 
SendByte_UART( ' b' ); II Sent 'b' representing button press 
break; 

II ADC Value received 
case ADC: 

StatusRegister &= ~ADC; II Clears the Status Flag 
ADCValue = ADCValue >> 2; 11 Shifts the 10-bit value down to 

SendByte_UART(ADCValue); ll Send ADC byte 
break; 
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!** 
* Initialize all pins and UART. Note: ADC is not initialized here 
**! 
void Initialize(void ) 
{ 

//***********Start code, set to 1 MHz (from examples)* 
DCOCTL = exee; 
BCSCTLl = CALBCl_lMHZ; /* Set DCO to lMHz */ 
DCOCTL = CALDCO_lMHZ; 
/* Basic Clock System Control 1 
* XT20FF -- Disable XT2CLK 
* ~XTS -- Low Frequency 
* DIVA_e -- Divide by 1 */ 
BCSCTLl I= XT20FF + DIVA_e; 
!* Basic Clock System Control 3 
* XT2S_e -- e.4 - 1 MHz 
* LFXT1S_2 -- If XTS = e, XTl VLOCLK If XTS 1, XTl 3 - 16-MHz crystal or 

resonator 

} 

!** 

* XCAP_l -- ~6 pF */ 
BCSCTL3 = XT2S_e + LFXT1S_2 + XCAP_l; 
//***********End code, set to 1 MHz************* 

II Set up red LED on Pl.e as output ... 
PlDIR I= BITe; 
PlDIR I= BIT6; 
PlOUT &= ~BITe + BIT6; 

II Button interrupt pin initialization 
PlDIR I= ~BIT3; 
PlREN I= BIT3+BIT4; // allow pull-down on INCH_4 for HR ADC Measurement 
PlOUT I = BIT3; 
PliES I= BIT3; 
PliE I= BIT3; 
PliFG &= ~BIT3; 

__ enable_interrupt(); 

II Initialize UART 
PlSEL = Bill + BIT2; 
PlSEL2 = Bill + BIT2; 
UCAeCTLl I= UCSSEL_2; 
UCAeBRe = le4; 
UCAeBRl = e; 
UCAeMCTL = UCBRS2 + UCBRSe; 
UCAeCTLl &= ~UCSWRST; 
IE2 I= UCAeRXIE; 

// Set Pl.l = RXD, Pl.2=RXD 

II SMCLK and base clock 
II lMHz/le4 96ee 
II lMHz 96ee 
//Modulation UCBRSx = 5 
II **Initialize USC! state machine** 
II Enable USC! Ae RX interrupt 

* Start a vee measurement using the internal reference. An ADC interrupt will be 
thrown. 
* This simply initialized the ADC for a single measurement. NOTE: This can measure 
a 
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* maximum of 3V vee since 1.5V ref is used. If you would like to measure higher, 
use a 
* 2.5V reference. 
**I 
void measureVCC( void ) 
{ 

SMeLK 

} 

I** 

ADe1eeTL0 &= -ENe; II Disable ADe 
II Use reference, 16 clock ticks, internal 1.5V reference on, interrupt enable 
II NOTE: This can measure a maximum of 3V vee since 1.5V ref is used 
ADe1eeTL0 SREF_1 + ADe10SHT_3 + REFON + ADe100N + ADe10IE; 
ADe1eeTL1 = ADe10DIV_3 + ADe10SSEL_3 + INeH_11; 11 divider 14, set vee channel, 

__ delay_cycles (128); 
ADe1eeTL0 I= ENe + ADe1ese; 

II Delay to allow Ref to settle 
II Start single measurement 

* Start a temperature measurement using the internal temperature sensor and 1.5V 
* reference. 
**I 
void measureTemp( void ) 
{ 

} 

I** 

ADe1eeTL0 &= -ENe; II Disable ADe 
ADe1eeTL1 = ADe10DIV_3 + INeH_10; 11 divider 18, set temperature channel, SMeLK 
II Use reference, 16 clock ticks, internal 1.5V reference on, interrupt enable 
ADe1eeTL0 = SREF_1 + ADe10SHT_3 + REFON + ADe100N + ADe10IE; 
__ delay_cycles (128); II Delay to allow Ref to settle 
ADe1eeTL0 I= ENe + ADe1ese; II Start single measurement 

* Start an external measurement to measure the battery voltage using A6. 
* NOTE: This uses vee as a reference voltage, you should measure vee 
* first to ensure accurate measurement of the battery voltage. 
**I 
void measureBattery(void ) 
{ 

ADe1eeTL0 &= -ENe; II Disable ADe 
II 16 clock ticks, interrupt enable 
ADe1eeTL0 = ADe10SHT 3 + ADe100N + ADe10IE; II Sample and hold time, adc on, 

interrupt enable 
ADe1eeTL1 = ADe10DIV_3 + ADe10SSEL 3 + INeH_4; II divider 14, set vee 

channel, SMeLK 
__ delay_cycles (128); II 

Delay to allow Ref to settle 
ADe1eeTL0 I= ENe + ADe1ese; II 

Start single measurement 
} 

I** 
*Measure HR using analog PPG input on P1.7 

**I 
void measurePPG(void ) { 
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P2DIR I= BIT1IBIT2; 

P20UT I = BIT1; 
P20UT &= -BIT2; 

II Setup Clock 
II Note: UART requires SMCLK@ 1MHz so must reset after measurement routine 
II is complete. 
BCSCTL2 I= exeG; II SMCLK is DCOCLKI8 (250kHz if DC0=1MHz) 
TA1CTL =TASSEL 2 + MC 2+ ID_3; II Timer A1, SMCLK, continuous 
BCSCTL1 I= DIVA_3; II set to 11 to divide VLO by 8 for ACLK 

II Setup AID 
ADC10CTL0 &= -ENC; 
ADC10CTL1 INCH_4IADC10SSEL_1; 
ADC10CTL0 = ADC100N I ENCIADC10SHT_2; 

II Disable ADC 
II Set to channel 4 
II Turn ADC on, enable conversions 

volatile unsigned int countCycles = e; 
volatile unsigned int delayForCycles = 3; II delay for a few cycles 

II to allow beats to normalize 

volatile unsigned int adval, state, timer,i,j; 
volatile unsigned int max, min, average, maxstart, minstart, averagestart, k, 

sd, up, down; 
int array[11]; 
state = 1; 
maxstart = e; 
minstart = 1024; 
average = e; 
hr_net = e; 
i =0; 

j = e; 
k = e; 
up= e; 
down = e; 

P10UT &= -BITe; 

II Initialize HR measurement state to CHECK_HIGH state (e) 
state = e; 

while (1) { 

II Get ADC result for using in 
ADC10CTL0 I= ADC10SC; 
while (ADC10CTL1 & ADC10BUSY); 
adval = ADC10MEM; 

j += 1; 
if (j <200){ 

P10UT 1 = BITe; 
} 
if (j==200 ){ 

P10UT &= -BITe; 

HR application 
II Start conversion 
II Wait for conversion to finish 
II Get AID conversion result 
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} 
if (j > 2ee) { 

i += 1; 
if ( i < 15e) { 

} 

else { 

if (adval > maxstart) { 
maxstart = adval; 

} 
if (adval < minstart) { 

minstart = adval; 
} 

if (i == 15e) { 

} 

up = (maxstart - minstart) * .25; 
down = (maxstart - minstart) * .25; 
if((maxstart-minstart)<2ee){ 

} 

i = e; 
j = e; 
P20UT I = BIT2; 

max maxstart up; 
min minstart + down; 

II HR Measurement 
if (state == e) { // If in CHECK_HIGH state 

if (adval > max) { // If adval goes above threshold 

} 

timer = TA1R; I I get timer result 
count= TA1R I (15625.e); //get bps 
beat= 6e I count; // convert to bpm 

if (beat > 2ee) { II discount erroneous 
//signals 

continue; 
} 
if (countCycles > e) { 

array[countCycles - 1] = beat; 
hr _net += beat; 

} 
TA1R = e; 
state = 1; 

II accumulate hr net sum 
II rest timer register to zero 
II set state to CHECK_LOW 

countCycles = countCycles + 1; 

} else if (state == 1) { 

if (adval < min) II If passes lower threshold 
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} 

state II reset state to CHECK_HIGH 
} 

II Break out of loop after 11 measurements 
if (countCycles > 11) { 

break; 
} 

} 
} 

} 

II Get average HR over 11 measurements 
HR = medianFilter(array); 
hr_net = e; 
P10UT &= -BITe; 
P20UT &= -(BIT2IBIT1); 
II Re-initialize SMCLK so UART connection can function as previous 
II Note: this was determined to be important through trial and error 
II experimentation --> UART requires 1MHz SMCLK to drive appropriately 
II so the division does not work 
BCSCTL2 "= 0x06; 

int medianFilter( int arr[11]) { 
int i, j, k; 

} 

int temp; 
int median=0; 

for (i=0; i<11; i++) { 

} 

for (j=i+1; j<11; j++) { 

} 

if (arr[i]>arr[j]){ 
temp = arr[i]; 
arr[i]=arr[j]; 
arr[j ]=temp; 

} 

for (k = 5; k < 8; k++) { 
median += arr[k]; 

} 

return medianl3; 

I** 
*puts() is used by printf() to display or send a string .. This function 
* determines where printf prints to. For this case it sends a string 
* out over UART, another option could be to display the string on an 
* LCD display. 
**I 
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void puts( char *s) { 
char c; 

} 

I** 

II Loops through each character in string 's' 
while (c = *s++) { 

SendByte_UART(c); 
} 

* puts() is used by printf() to display or send a character. This function 
* determines where printf prints to. For this case it sends a character 
* out over UART. 
**I 

void putc( unsigned b) { 
SendByte_UART(b); 

} 

I** 
* Send a 8 bit char using the UART 
**I 
void SendByte_UART( unsigned char RXValue) 
{ 

while (!(IFG2&UCA0RXIFG)); II USCI_A0 RX buffer ready? 
UCA0RXBUF = RXValue; II Send 8-bit character 

} 

I** 
* UART receive interrupt. 
**I 
#pragma vector=USCIAB0RX_VECTOR 
__ interrupt void USCI0RX_ISR( void ) 
{ 

UART_RXData = UCA0RXBUF; II Received byte to UART_RXData 
StatusRegister I= UART_RX; II Set the UART_RX flag for the main loop 
__ bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM0_bits); II Wake-up CPU 

} 

I** 
* Button press P1.3 interrupt 
**I 
#pragma vector=PORTl_VECTOR 
__ interrupt void Port_l( void ) 
{ 

} 

I** 

II Toggle LED when button pressed (for visual indication) 
PlOUT A- BIT0; 
PliFG &= ~BIT3; II P1.3 IFG cleared loop for button press 

StatusRegister I= BUTTON; II Set the BUTTON flag for the main loop 
__ bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM0_bits); II Wake-up CPU 
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* ADC10 Interrupt. 
**I 
#pragma vector=ADC10_VECTOR 
__ interrupt void ADC10_ISR ( void ) 
{ 

} 

ADCValue = ADC10MEM; 

II Re-enable the button interrupt (might be 
PlDIR &= ~BIT3; 
PliE I= BIT3; 
PliES I= BIT3 
PliFG &= ~BIT3; 

StatusRegister I= ADC; 
__ bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPMe_bits); 

II Saves measured value. 

disabled for battery measurement). 
II Set P1.3 to input direction 
II P1.3 interrupt enabled 
II P1.3 Hillo edge 
II P1 . 3 IFG cleared 

I I Set ADC flag 
II Wake-up CPU 
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Appendix 5 - Adaptive filtering Attempt Explanation and Results: 

L Introduction: 

Adaptive filters have become ubiquitous in modern applications of digital signal 
processing. One of the most important applications of adaptive filtering is in system 
identification, where a model of a physical system is established that is then used in a control 
system. If the underlying system is time varying in nature, then the model has to be adjusted 
over time. Another application of adaptive filtering is in a process known as deconvolution, 
where an input signal that passes through a physical system (e.g. a communication system) 
and is then distorted. The adaptive filter is the then used to undo the distortion caused by 
the physical system. 

Removal of interference is also among the main applications of digital and analog 
filtering, and is the main goal of this project When the signal and noise characteristics are 
stationary and known (i.e. has constant frequency characteristics), then filters with constant 
tap weights/coefficients are sufficient to remove the unwanted frequencies from the input 
signal x(n). However, when the characteristics of both the signal and noise change over time, 
such static filters are inadequate. When the characteristics of the signal change over time, a 
filter that can learn and adapt to the new characteristics of the interference signal is desired. 
Such a filter would then be able to estimate the interfering signal and remove it from the 
input signal x(n). 

In this extension, we consider the problems proposed by the IEEE 2015 Signal 
Processing cup, titled "Heart Rate Monitoring During Physical Exercise Using Wrist-Type 
Photoplethysmographic (PPG) Signals

19
", which also serves as a valuable learning experience 

for our Engineering 090 wireless heart-rate sensor project One of the main issues in 
wrist-based heart-rate (HR) monitoring is the presence of strong motion artifacts that 
corrupt the input signal. This type of interference, especially when it corresponds to 
frequency artifacts in the biologically relevant range, makes heart-rate estimation incredibly 
difficult 

20 
IL Theory : 

Adaptive noise cancellation is summarized below in Fig. l. In general, a real-world 
signal is characterized as follows: 

x(n) = v(n)+ m(n) 

Where x(n) is the observed signal, v(n) is the signal of interest, and m(n) is some additive 
noise. The output of the signal is some error signal e(n) which is the input minus an estimate 
of the input interference. Therefore, the error signal is characterized as: 

e(n) = x(n )-y(n) 

19 http://www.signalvrocessingsociety.org/svcuv20l5/indexhtml 
20 http://www.meo.etc.uvt.ro/materii/cursuri/PSB/8.IJdf 
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Figure 33: Block Diagram of Adaptive FIR filter 

PrimM) input + Output 

rtnJ-= 1'(111 + m(n) 
e( 11 J 

y(n} 

rt,) 

The output of the system is then given by: 

e(n) = x(n)- y(n) 

= v(n)+m(n)-y(n) 

The signal y(n) is therefore an estimate of the primary noise. The goal of the filter then rests 
on minimizing the statistical average error of the system- that is, x(n) should converge as 
close as possible to the desired signal v(n) given the adaptive algorithm. The statistical 
average is computed as follows: 

E[e2(n)]= E[(v(n)+ m(n) - y(n))2 J 
= E[ v2(n)]+ E[( m(n)- y(n))2 ]+ 2E[ v(n)( m(n)- y(n))] 

= E[ v2(n)]+ E[( m(n)- y(n))2 J 

Note that since we assume that the desired signal v(n) is uncorrelated with the noise m(n) 
and noise estimate y(n), the third term goes to zero. 

Therefore, given the goal of the filter is to reduce the average error (which is also the 
output power), the following holds: 

minE[e2(n)]=E[v2(n)]+minE[( m(n) - y(n))2 J 

Since the filter can only adjust its parameters to estimate the noise m(n), the filter output 
y(n) will be the mean squared error estimate of the primary noise signal. Of fundamental 
importance, though, is that if E[ (m(n)-y(n) )2 ] is minimized, then we know E[ ( e(n)-v(n) )2 ] 

is also minimized, since we know from the system output equation above that: 

e(n) - v(n) = m(n) - y(n) 
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Therefore, if the adaptive filter outputs the mean squared error estimate of the noise m(n), it 
will also produce e(n) as the mean squared error estimate of the signal of interest. 

Since we know that y(n) is an FIR filter, we can simply scale the reference input by a 
vector of the coefficients where: 

r(n) = [r0(n),lj(n), ... ,rM_1(n)] 
T 

The coefficient vector w(n) is multiplied by the reference input r(n) vector to give: 

e(n) = x(n )- wr (n )r(n) 

There are many algorithms that can be used to adjust the coefficient vector w(n) to 
minimize the mean-squared error. Herein we will consider the Least-Mean-Squares (LMS) 
Algorithm. The derivation begins by squaring the estimation error e(n) such that we get: 

e2(n) = ( x(n )-wr (n)r(n))2 

= x(n )-2x(n )rr (n )w(n)+wr (n )r(n )rr (n)w(n) 

The squared error term e2(n) is a quadratic function of w(n) and the inputs and is 
graphically depicted as a non-negative paraboloid. The goal of the filter optimization is to 
reach the bottom of the paraboloid, which can be achieved using gradient-based methods. 
The LMS algorithm assumes that e2(n) is an estimate for the mean-squared error is based on 
the method of steepest descent, where the new coefficient vector w(n+ 1) is given by the 
present coefficient vector w(n) plus a correction based on the gradient of the squared error 
"V (n), given by: 

w(n + 1) = w(n)- J.i\l(n) 

The gradient is estimated by the derivative of the squared-error term with respect to w(n), 
given by: 

V(n) = -2x(n )r(n )+ 2 { wr (n )r(n )} r(n) 

= -2( x(n )+ wr (n )r(n) )r(n) 

=-2e(n)r(n) 

The overall updating function for the coefficient vector is given by: 

w(n + 1) = w(n )+ 2f.1e(n )r(n) 
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IlL Methods: 

For our particular case, we constructed a 4-part filter consisting of adaptive and static 
components. The system takes the initial PPG input (x(n)) and reference inputs (r1(n), r2(n), 
r3(n) ), each of which correspond to acceleration in a particular direction, and performs the 
following algorithm: 

Real-time Processing: 
l. For each window of data, where the windowed data is given by xw(n), r1w(n), 

r2w(n), and r3w(n), and filter them with a 4th order Butterworth filter that restricts 
the data to the biologically relevant range. 

2. The error estimate e1(n) is then constructed from ~(n) and the reference input 
r1w(n) to construct through the first stage LMS algorithm. 

3. Another error estimate e2(n) is then constructed from e1(n) and the reference 
input r2w(n) through the second stage LMS algorithm. 

4. A final error estimate e3(n) is then constructed from ez(n) and the reference input 
r3w(n) through the second stage LMS algorithm. 

5. The final error estimate e3(n) should then, in theory, be an estimate of the MSE 
estimate of the desired signal v(n), which is our underlying PPG signal. e3(n) is 
sent through a peak-finding algorithm to determine the frequency from 
successive peaks, and then the median frequency is used to determine the heart 
rate in beats per minute for that signal. 

Post-Processing: 
The final error estimate is then sent through a smoothing algorithm in MATLAB 
where the data is smoothed with a local regression using weighted linear least 
squares. The smooth algorithm chosen also assigns a lower weight to outliers in the 
regression. 

The overall goal of the above algorithm is to eliminate the motion artifacts that affect the 
underlying PPG signal that come from motion-based interference in the x, y, and z 
directions. 
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IV: Results: 

Figure 34: Initial noisy PPG signal from given data 
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Pi& 36: Final HR. Estimation Results vs. ECG-Derived Actual BPM with Adaptive Filtering 
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Fig 37: Final HR. Estimation Results vs. ECG-Derived .Actual BPM without Adaptive 
Filtering 
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Examples of corrupted signals: 

Figure 38: Corrupted PPG Signal at n=Sl 
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V: Discussion & Conclusion: 

Overall, our method of LMS adaptive filtering worked fairly well on the dataset given_ 
However, this is a limited case and without further investigation into more situations it is 
difficult to assess how effective this method is_ Furthermore, we looked into many other 
methods and it seems that a better method may have been TROIKA The TROIKA 
framework utilizes signal decomposition, sparsi~-based high-resolution spectrum 
estimation, and spectral peak tracking and verification 1

_ Because of the time limitations of 
this project as well as the fact that we were unable to cover these topics in class, we were 
unable to implement the TROIKA method_ 

With this project was successful in terms of a proof of concept, we were unable to 
implement this system in real time on our PPG device_ Further work would include a real 
time processing of a PPG signal on the device itself 

Finally, this project exemplifies many aspects of DSP that are extremely important in 
society_ This project, dealing with effective PPG measuring is a very effective tool in non 
invasive patient monitoring_ Using LMS adaptive filtering with a PPG analog device can give 
doctors more access to patient vital signals even when they are not in the hospital_ 
Furthermore, the concepts used in this project are applicable to many more situations_ Any 
signal that has noise that varies with time and frequency is a very difficult problem and 
adaptive filters offer an effective solution to these problems_ Adaptive filtering allows 
systems to understand and interact with changing environments. The framework of DSP 
filtering has been laid down in our class experience and this project shows how we can 
adjust these techniques in order to improve them for more dynamic problems_ 

21 TROIKA source: http:l/aRXiv_or~/pd.fll503.00688v2 .pdf 
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Abstract: 

We designed and built a photoplethysmogram (PPG) sensor that obtains an optically 

measured signal that contains frequency information of the user's heart rate. This sensor can 

be used for non-invasive patient monitoring or for consumer use as a tool for gauging 

physical activity. The device is controlled with an MSP430 microcontroller that 

communicates to an Android app using a Bluegiga BLE112-A BLE module. This creates a 

user-friendly interface to easily measure heart rate whenever desired. This project 

demonstrates the difficulties associated with measuring and accurately amplifying a 

biological signal as well as processing that signal to obtain useful information. 
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1. Introduction: 

la. Objective: 

The goal of this Engineering 090 (E90) project was to design and implement a 

wireless sensor to track and transmit biomedical signals to a mobile device that functions as 

a receiver, user interface, and control panel for the user. 

lb. Motivation: 

We are motivated to build a device that interacts with the body to acquire a vital 

signal in order to better understand how various biological measures are electronically 

collected and processed. We wished to further understand analog designs of these systems as 

well as how to design and build a circuit board from first principles. Furthermore, we wanted 

to be able to present and control the measurement of these types of signals in a user friendly 

manner. Finally, the recent emergence of wearable technologies which offer non invasive 

methods to obtain information from the human body are of great interest as they drastically 

reduce the device footprint for both patient monitoring and fitness tracking. Any system that 

makes obtaining biological information more accessible is of great benefit to society. 

Building a wearable photoplethysmogram was a means to learn about all of these different 

ideas and processes. 

lc. Background: 

The first component of the design consisted of designing and implementing a 

Photoplethysmography (PPG) sensor to measure and record blood flow, from which heart 

rate information was obtained. PPG sensing utilizes changes in light reflected by an organ 

due to changes in volume of blood. The ultimate design is intended to have a relatively low 

user footprint, such that the electronics can be secured wirelessly to the forearm without 

significant disruptions to the user. 

The second component of the design was to add wireless transmission functionality 

to the underlying sensing electronics. The goal of this aspect of the design was to allow for 

signals recorded by the PPG sensing architecture to be transmitted via Bluetooth Low 

Energy (BLE) signals to a mobile device that served as a receiver and external memory 

storage device. As a result, the memory storage requirements of the sensing electronics were 

minimized, as was the footprint of the sensor. The mobile device aspect of the design 

consisted of an onboard, native Android application that receives and displays data in 
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real-time. The mobile application also allows for historical information on heart-rate to be 

stored and considered at the convenience of the user. 

The overall design consists of a PPG sensor connected to a microcontroller that 

serves to filter motion noise as well as transmit the cleaned signal to the mobile receiver 

through BLE. A flowchart of this design is shown below in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Design flow chart 
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User Interface 
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(Android Application) 
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2. Theory: 

2a. PPG Signals: 

Photoplethysmography (PPG) is the use of optical components to obtain a 
plethysmogram, which is a measure of the amount of blood present in an area of tissue. 

PPGs are obtained by measuring the reflectance of light within the tissue. This signal is 
extremely useful as the amount of blood present in the finger, wrist, earlobe, or any other 

extremity oscillates at the same frequency as a heartbeat Therefore, a PPG can be used as a 
very effective non-invasive means of measuring heart rate as well as oxygen saturation. 

Figure 2: Explanation of how a reflected or transmitted light signal can be used to obtain a 

PPG measurement! 

Incident 
light 

I H;gh Transmitted light 1 Low 

Attenuated 
light 

-Cardiac cycle 

Venous de 

Skin, pigmentation de 

A PPG is typically obtained using an LED and photodiode, as both of these electrical 
components are low cost and relatively sensitive. The LED is placed next to the photodiode 

so that only light that is reflected from within the tissue will be detected by the photodiode 
(Figure 2). This raw current output must be further processed through amplification and 

filtering in order to obtain the heart rate information it contains. The photodiode emits a 
current of that is proportional to the amount of light that is reflected. This signal will contain 
light that is reflected off of tissues, such as skin, bones, arteries and veins, which is a constant 

1 http://electronicdesiWJ,.Com /difiital-ics/build-wrist-heart-rate-m onitor-using--ultra-low-power-mcu 
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DC amount of light. As the goal is to measure heart rate, this DC signal must be filtered out 

so that only current caused by light reflected by the blood is present. Furthermore, the 
output current is small (0.42 uA per O.lmW/cmA2 of reflected light) and must be amplified 
with a large gain in order to be detected. These two considerations make using active 
bandpass ftlters an ideal solution. Any signal outside the range of a heart rate (0.5-3 Hz) will 
be attenuated, while frequencies within that range are amplified 

Figure 3: Phot:odet:ector and LED Block Diagraml 

Analog front end 

Photodetecfor 

II II 

2 http:llelectronicdesign.com/digital-icslbuild-wrist-heart-rate-monitor-using-ultra-low-power-mcu 
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2b. Design -Part 1: Analog Front End (APE) 

i. Optical Sensor for PPG Measurement: 

For our design we chose to use the SFH7060 manufactured by BioMon (Figures 4 

and 5). This sensor is designed for both heart rate monitoring as well as blood oximetry. It 

contains three green LEDs for PPG, as well as one red and one IR for oximetry. This is ideal 

for our application as it gives the flexibility to increase or decrease the PPG signal strength 

by increasing the amount of LEDs in use. We do not use the IR or Red LEDs, but these 

would offer another functionality of oximetry in future work. 

Figure 4: Diagram of BioMon SFH 7060 
Sensor 

ii. Design of Analog Circuit for AFE: 

Figure 5: Pinout of BioMon SFH7060 
Sensor 

Top view 

In order to properly amplify and filter the raw output from the photodiode, two main 

sections of the amplification must be considered: the transimpedance amplifier and the 

bandpass filter. The overall function of the Analog Front End is summarized in Figure 6. The 

sensor outputs a current corresponding to the incident light acting on the photodiode. In 

order to amplify the sensor signal, the current must first be converted to a voltage using a 

transimpedance amplifier. The raw PPG signal (which contains both the desired signal and 

additional frequencies outside the biologically relevant range) is then amplified and filtered 

using a 2-stage bandpass filter. A buffer circuit is then used to interface the Analog Front 

End with the microcontroller. The design considerations for the AFE are discussed below. 

http://www.osram-os.com/Graphics/XPic0/00187725 O.pdf/SFH%207060.%20Lead%20(Pb)%20Free%20Product% 
20-% 20RoHS% 20Compliant.pdf 
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Figure 6: Summary of Analog Front End Design 
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As discussed above, the current output of the photodiode must be converted into a 
voltage for further amplification. Figure 7 shows the basic design of a transimpedance 

amplifier for use with a photodiode. Rf sets the gain of the amplifier with Cf helps add to the 

stability of the system by preventing high frequency fluctuations. In order to select suitable 

values for both of these components, the design specifications of the SFH 7060 were 

reviewed. The selections of these component values must take into consideration bandwidth 

of the transimpedance amplifier which is given by: 

fcutoff = 
GBP 

2IIRf*Cf' 

Based on the specifications we selected Rf to be lOOkQ and Cf to beO.l pF. The op amps used 

(TLV 2774) have a GBP of 5.1 MHz therefore our maximum passed frequency is about 9 

kHz. This is suitable to sufficiently amplify the signal as well as pass all the important 
frequencies from the signal. 

Figure 7: Transimpedance Amplifier4 

4 http://vvww.osram-os.com/Graphics/XPic2/00l43437 O.pdf/BioMon% 20Sensor% 20SFH% 207050.pdf 
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The second stage of our deO.gn was an active 2"' order bandpa .. filte~: Tills allowed 

for limiting the signal from about 05 to 3 H2 (the range of a heartbeat) while amplifying the 
signal to a range of about 0 to 3 V. Tills was accomplished using a passive high pass filter in 
series with an active low pass filter as seen in Figure 6. The exact cutoff frequencies were 
0.72H2 and 234Hz. Make note that this cin:uit contains two of the same bandpass section in 
series. Tills design is meant to increase the gain up to ~4. without greatly amplifying Op 
amp impelfections, such as a DC offset 

l'"l!l= 8: ~High ~'~~sa Film;& 

c 
v,. ~ t--,--o v .. , 

R 

sCR 
II ( s) = .,-:.:C.:, 

1 +sCR 

The high pass filters are constructed as per the RC cit1:uit seen in Figure 8. Tills 

circuit passes all frequencies inputs above the cutoff frequency f = l/(2n-RC) with no 
attenuation while attenuating frequencies above the cutoff frequency at a rate of -20 
dB{decade. The high pass filters used in our application have values of C = q7 pF and R = 47 
kQ for a cutoff frequency of 0.72 H2. Tills part of the cit1:uit is key for cutting out the DC 
component of the raw photodiode output due to rdlection from skin, bone, and other 
tissues discussed in the PPG theory above. 

The active low pass filters function in a similar way, but also include an op amp in 
older to amplify the passed frequencie~ Figure 9 shows an active low pass filter with a cutoff 
frequency given by f = 1{(2J<R.C). Tills filter ooly passes frequencies below the cutoff with a 
gain of ~ while negatively attenuating frequencies above the cutoff at a rate of -20 
db{decade. Our design uses component values of C = 0.1 pF and R, = 680 I& for a cutoff 

frequency of 234Hz. The value of R, is varied from 10 I& to 47 kQ depending on the gain 
deO.red. The gain is adjusted based on the sensor position, as signals obtained from the finger 
are of much greater amplitude than the wrist As such when measuring a signal from the 
wrist, a smaller valueofR, is needed to obtain a higher gaiiL Tills gain would not be ideal for 
a signal from the finger as it would lead to saturatiOIL 
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Figure l1: Active Low Pass Filt~.!r' 

c 

ll(s) = 
R2 1 

Rll +sCR2 

The final stage of our analog design is a follower on the output of the bandpass filter 
section A follower is an op amp set-up 1A~th unity gain by taking the input in at v. and 
directly cormecting v_ to the output The goal of the follower circuJt is to provide a low 
impedance output combined 1A~th a high input impedance for the interface between the AFE 
and the MSP430. This effectively isolates the AFE from the MSP430 pin and prevents 
unwanted loading effects. 

The final consideration taken when designing the analog portion of the circuJt was to 
make it single supply. In a single supply design, because there is only one voltage source, all 

op amps must be powered from ground to V,. as opposed to -V,. to V« in a t1Aro supply 
design. Because the op amps in the circuJt above 1A~ll need to output negative and positive 
voltages, they must be grounded at V ,./2 in order to represent negative voltage signals. V.J2 
is known as analog ground and can be obtained from the voltage divider circuJt in Figure 10 
where both resistors have the same value. The output of this circuJt is cormected to the 
ground of the op amps so that the output of the filtering and amplifications will be centered 
around V.j2 instead of 0 volts. 

Figure 10: Analog Cround7 

IN 
(3) 

(B) 

(2) 
COMMON 

• https:Uen. wikioediaorzlwiki/Low-pass .filter 
7 http:Uwww.ticomcnlcnllitlds/symlink/tle242b.pdf 
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2c. Part 2: Digital Interface: 

i. MSP430 Interface for measurePPGO Function: 

In order to process the signal from our Analog Front End, as well as control the 
various functions of our device, we used an MSP430G2553 microcontroller made by Texas 
Instruments. The main functionality of this device that needs to be understood for our 
design are the various clocks (Sub Master Clock, ACLK, and DCO), input/output (I/0) pins, 
Timer A, A/D conversion, and serial communication both for programming the 
microcontroller and communicating with the Bluegiga BLE chip. All of these parts can best 
be explained by breaking down their use in a function we developed to control the SFH 7060 
for collection and heart rate determination. 

Figure 11: Basic Clock Module Block Diagram8 

AClK 

A.lrolai)·CIOd< 

In order to properly operate the MPS430G2553 for this use, we had to initialize the 
Digitally Controlled Oscillator (DCO) clock to be the Main clock at 1 MHz. This is done by 
editing the BCSCTLl and as well as the DCOCTL registers. The DCO clock is extremely 
accurate and is an excellent choice to run the various peripheral clocks we use throughout 
our design The first of these peripherals is the Subsystem Clock (SMCLK), which is used to 
run Timer A for frequency determination. The SMCLK is set to 125 KHZ by diving DCO by 
8. This is accomplished by setting the DIVSx bits on BCSTL2 to 11. The final clock needed 

8 http://www.ti.com/lit/u:i/slaul44j/slaul44 j.pdf 
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for our design was the Auxiliary clock (ACLK) which is used to set the sampling rate of the 
AID conversion. ACLK is run by dividing the Very Low-Power Low-Frequency Oscillator 
(VLO) by 8 by setting the DIVA bits to both high. The VLO clock is set to be 12kHz, but has 
loose specifications and so can be as low as 4 kHz and as high as 20 kHz. For our application 
of ACLK, the exact value of the VLO clock does not need to be very precise, as we only need 
a general range for our sampling rate and can adjust the ACLK divide bits and the length of 
the sample and hold time to control the exact sampling rate. 

Another important function of the MSP430 is our design is the use of IIO pins. We 
used 1 input pin for our analog PPG and 2 output pins to control the LEDs on the SFH 7060 
sensor. Pin 1.4 is set as our input pin using the INCH_4 bits of the AID converter. A pullup 
resistor is also used on 1.4 with the P1REN registers. Pins 2.1 and and 2.2 are set us outputs 
for the LEDs using the P2DIR register. This functionality is summarized in the flowchart in 
Figure 12. 

Turn LED 1 ON I 
during collection 

~ 
Mlcrocontroller 

(MSP430) 

Turn LED 2 ON if I 
input PPG signal 

too small 

Figure 12: LED Control flowchart 

-------------------~ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

: 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Sensor 

Green LED 1 

Green LED 2 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Photodlode + 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I L------------------1 

AFE r- Filtered 
PPG Signal 

Once the timers are correctly configured, the analog to digital functionality can be 
used in order to convert the analog output of the AFE into a 10 bit digital signal. In order to 
set this conversion for our use, we decreased the sampling rate in two ways. First, we used 
the slowed down ACLK as the input of the converter by using the ADCSSEL_1 bits on the 
ADClOCTLl register. Then using the ADC10SHT_2 bits on the ADCIOCTLO register, we 
increase the hold time of the sample and hold rate by a factor of 16. This decreases the 
sampling rate to about 70 Hz, which is an ideal level for our operation. This gives us enough 
information to obtain the heart rate information from the PPG, without greatly 
oversampling. 

In order to obtain the heart rate from the frequency of the PPG, we also need to use 
Timer A in order to measure the period of our incoming signal. Timer A has various settings 
which allow for functionally such as Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) and running complex 
protocols on various outputs. For our use, we simply needed to measure a time between two 
points on the signal. To this end, we initialize the timer to continuous mode using the 
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TA1CTL register by setting the MCx bits to MC_2. While in continuous mode, Timer A 
counts up to OxFFFF (65535 in decimal) and then resets as seen in Figure 13. The timer is 

run from the SMCLK which is running at 125 kHz and is divided by 8 for the timer 

application. This means the we have the capability of counting to a maximum of 
65535/(125000/8) = 4.19 seconds. The slowest frequency we expect to encounter is about 
O.SHz, which would be a period of 2 seconds, so these settings work well for our application. 

Figure 13: Timer A in continuous mode9 

12.2.3.3 Continuous Mode 

In the continuous mode, the timer repeatedly counts up to OFFFFh and restarts from zero as shown in 
Figure 12·4. The capture/compare register TACCRO works the same way as the other capture/compare 
registers. 

OFFFFh ···········-·······-············-·-····· ·····-··················· ........ ·--···· ............................................... --·-··············· 

Figure 12-4. Continuous Mode 

ii. MSP430 Frequency Search Algorithm: 

One of the most basic ways to measure the frequency of a signal is to pick out two 
points at the same location one period ahead of each and measure their distance in order to 
measure the period. While this is simple with human observation, other techniques must be 

used to implement this digitally. The basic algorithm we used to determine the heart rate 

from an incoming PPG signal uses a high and a low threshold. The high threshold is slightly 
less than the maximum value of the signal and the low threshold is slightly greater than the 

minimum value of the signal. Using these thresholds the system checks for a point exceeding 
the high threshold, and will not check this condition again until a point less than the low 

threshold has been measured. This allows for frequency determination as the system will 
always pick out two points at the high thresholding on the rising edge of the signal (Figure 

14). These points can be used to measure the period using Timer A on the MSP430 as 
described above. 

The main issue using this technique is determining the thresholds to use. This can be 

a significant problem as the PPG data we measured often varied greatly in peak to peak 
voltage as the sensor was used at different location on the body and with different users. We 
developed a method that determines the maximum and minimum of the signal as it is being 

9 http:/!www.ti.com/lit/ug/slaul44j!slaul44j.pdf 
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read in from a novel measurement. This ensures that the thresholds will be set correctly 
from measurement to measurement. 

lit !lOll 
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Thl.s .Jgorlthrn wa$ writt~ InC and progmnrned onto and MSPl\30 rnlcrocontroller. 

Once a conunmd from the Android app to start a measurement is received, one of the three 
LEDs on the Sl'H7060 is turned on. The main while loop of the code starts each iteration by 
converting the analog filtered and amplified signal to a ]()·bit digital signal at a rate of about 

70Hz. Thl$loop Is iterated 200 tirnts with no action upon iniO.U .. tlon to pause for about 3 
seconds. Thl.s pause is Included as the photodlode signal takes a few seconds once the 
Sl'H7060 LED is 1irst turned on to start reading in the PPG signal 

After this first pause, another 150 loops are used to detennine the nu.ximum and 
rninirnurn of the signal Jf the signal rneuured is too srn.ll, a second LI!D will be turned on. 
The .Jgorlthrn will then start the rneasurern~t from the beginning; Jf the sign,) is large 
enough the minimum and maximum are wed to detennine the high and low thresholds to 
be used in order to measure the frequency. These threshold are set by the rule: 

high • rn<x · (max · rnln) • 0.25; 
low = min~ (max· min) • 0.25; 

Thl.s rule ensures the high threshold is always higher than the low threshold and that 
there is sufficient separation between the two thresholds. The threshold search algorithm 1.1 
summarized In Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Flow Chart of Threshold Search Algorithm 
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Using Timer A and the thresholding technique described above, 11 measurements of 
the period of the signal are measured. Each of the points is turned into a heart rate by with 

the rule HR = 60/period. These 11 points are stored in an array and sorted so that their 

median can be determined. The median and the point above and below it are then averaged. 
This is determined as the HR of the system and is sent using the BLE module back to the 

Android app. The median filter allows for any outlier points taken in to be thrown out so 
that they do not add inaccuracy into the measurement. 
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iii. MSP430 to BLE112A UART Communication!Q~ 

a) UART Communication Setup: 

The Bluegiga BL£112-A module was used as a standalone Bluetooth receiver and 

transmitter for the device. Bluegiga provides a custom API (BGAPI) that is used to 

externally control the Bluetooth module. A summary of the off-module BGAPI control 

functionality is shown in the flowchart in Figure 16. 

Figure 16: Bluegiga BGAPI Off-Module Control11 

BLE112 Module/ BLED112 Dongle 

USB/UART 

BGAPI Protocol Host 
(PC/MCU) 

Using the BGAPI, the BL£112-A module communicates with the host (MSP430) using the 
UART serial protocol. The UART communication itself consists of 8 bit data packets sent 

back and forth between the host and BL£112-A module. 

The MSP430 provides a module called "Universal Serial Communications Interface" 

(USCI) that supports a number of serial communications protocols. The USCLA module 

was used because it supported the UART protocol. Prior to programming the UART 
functionality, a number of registers on the MSP430 must be configured. The MSP430 

summarized in Figure 17. 

10 It should be noted that a significant portion of the DART communication protocol, setup, and initialization, was 
adapted from an implementation provided by Hardware Breakout 
https:{fgithub.com/HardwareBreakout/BluetoothLowEnergyBoosterPack 
11 https://bluegiga.zendeskcom/entries/22412436 
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Figure 17: MSP430 UART Configuration Registersu 
Register Short Form Register Type Address Init ial State 

USCI_AO control register 0 UCAOCTLO Read/write 060h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO control register 1 UCAOCTL1 Read/write 061h 001h with PUC 

USCI_AO Baud rate control register 0 UCAOBRO Read/write 062h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO baud rate control register 1 UCAOBR1 Read/write 063h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO modulation control register UCAOMCTL Read/write 064h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO status register UCAOSTAT Read/write 065h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO receive buffer register UCAORXBUF Read 066h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO transmit buffer register UCAOTXBUF Read/write 067h Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO Auto baud control register UCAOABCTL Read/write 05Dh Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO lrDA transmit control register UCAOIRTCTL Read/write 05Eh Reset with PUC 

USCI_AO lrDA receive control register UCAOIRRCTL Read/write 05Fh Reset with PUC 

SFR interrupt enable register 2 IE2 Read/write 001h Reset with PUC 

SFR interrupt flag register 2 IFG2 Read/write 003h OOAh with PUC 

UCAOCTLO is used to configure the protocol type and characteristics. In our design, 
the default configurations are used, which include UART mode (UCMODEx = 00), 
asynchronous communication (ACSYNC = 0), and 8-bit data size (UC7BIT = 0). The 
register is summarized below in Figure 18. 

Figure 18: UCAOCTLO Register and Reset/Default Bit V alues13 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

UCPEN UCPAR UCMSB UC7BIT UCSPB UCMODEx UCSYNC 

rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 

The UCAOCTL1 configures the USCI module clocks, interrupts, and transmit breaks. 
The register is summarized below in Figure 19. In our design, the only change to the default 

configurations are that we configure the UCAOCTLl register to have SMCLK enabled 
(UCSSELx = 10). 

Figure 19: UCAOCTL1 Register and Reset/Default Bit Values14 

7 6 5 

UCSSELx UCRXEIE 

rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 

12 MSP430G2553 Family user guide page 428 
13 MSP430G2553 Family user guide page 429 
14 MSP430G2553 Family user guide page 430 

4 3 2 

UCBRKIE UCDORM UCTXADDR UCTXBRK 

rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 

0 

UCSWRST 

rw-1 
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The baud rate is set using the UCAOBRO and UCAOBR1 registers. The UCAOBRO 
register configures the required division factor to achieve a d esired baud rate given the clock 
frequ ency of the b81.1d rate clock source (SMCLK --> BRCLK), which is given by: 

N _JMCU _J!.WCU 
r woo , JAL7) 

A baud rate of 9600 bits per second was used because fue data feed did not need to be 
excessively fast given our application. As a result, the divisor is given by: 

w• 
N--- 104.t6m77 

9600 

The integer portion of the divisor, 104, is defined by UCAOBRO and UCAOBR1, such that 
UCAOBRO = 104 and UCAOBR1 = 0. The overall prescalerfor the baud rate selection is given 
by (UCAOBRO + U CAOBR1 * 256) = 104. The bit timing is configured using the modulation 
features of the USCLAO module. A UCBRSx value of 5 was chosen for the modulation 
register UCAMCTL to minimize the bit error associated 1Wh the bit timing. 

The fins! component of the UART communication is composed of enabling 
interrupts on UART data packet reception in the C implementation UART receive (RX, TX 
= transmit) interrupts are very important in the design, as the BLE module simply relays 
data packets sent from the mobile application that are meant to control some function on 
the device. Each time the mobile application relays a control data packet to the BLE module, 
it triggers an interrupt on the MSP430 via these UART RX interrupts. Overall initialization 
of the UART communication between the Bl.E112-A module and the MSP430 can be 
summarized in fue following lines of code: 

II Initialize U:ART 
PlSEL = EIT1 + EIT2; 
P1SEL2 = EIT1 + EIT2; 
UellOeTL1 I= UeSSEL_2: 
Uell OERO = 10 4 ; 
UellOER1 = 0 ; 
UellOHeTL = UCERS2 + UCERSO; 
UellOeTL1 &= ~ueSl·lRST; 

IE2 I= UeAORXIE; 

II Set P1.1 = RXD, P1.2 = RXD 

II SI!CLK and base clock 
II D!Hzl104 9600 

II llJHz 9600 
II Uodulation UCERSx = 5 
II **Initialize user state machine** 
II Enable user _llO RX inte•·rupt 

b) UART Communication Implementation -Transmission": 

UART transmission is achieved by loading the transmit buffer UCAOTXBUF. This 
data buffer is used to hold data waiting to be moved into the transmit shift register and 
transmitted on UCAOTXD. When the TX buffer is loaded, it clears the transmit interrupt bit, 
disabling additional data from being written to the TX buffer prior to the transmission 

~ MSP430G2553 Family User guid•, P"!l' 432 
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Writing to the TX buffer initiates a transmission, from which the baud rate generator is 

enabled, and UCAOTXBUF data is moved to the transmit shift register on the next clock 

cycle after the shift register empties. Once the transmission is complete, the transmit buffer 

is cleared and the transmitter is idle until UCAOTXBUF is loaded again. 

The transmit interrupt functionality is important in our design because the SMCLK 

frequency is changed to 250kHz in measurePPG() function before resetting to lMHz for 

UART functionality. Since our application does not require a constant stream of data 

transmission, given that data cannot be received until the measurePPG() function is 

completed, we were able to separate the data transmit/receive clock cycles from the Timer A 

clock cycles required for the frequency search algorithm. The transmit function is shown 

below: 

void SendByte_UART(unsigned char TXValue){ 

while (!(IFG2&UCAOTXIFG)); 

UCAOTXBUF = TXValue; 

II USCI_AO TX buffer ready? 

II send 8-bit character 

The SendByte_UART function will only load the TX data buffer the UCAOTXIFG (TX 

interrupt flag) is low, meaning that there is no transmit interrupt pending. The unsigned 

char is restricted to 1 byte ( 8 bits). 

c) UART Communication Implementation- Receive Interrupts: 

When data is received by the BLE112A module, it relays the 8-bit data packet to the 

MSP430 via the RX line of the MSP430 on Pl.l. In our implementation, this triggers a 

USCIORX interrupt, summarized in the code below, where the RX data is saved globally via 

the UART _RXData variable. In addition, the StatusRegister, which defines the main loop 

function, is triggered such that functions for UART _RX are flagged. This is discussed in 
depth in Part d). The CPU is also woken up from low power mode. 

#praq.ma vector=USCIABORX_VECTOR 

__ interrupt void USCIORX_ISR(void){ 

UART_RXData = UCAORXBUF; II Received byte to UART_RXData 
StatusRegister 1= UART_RX; II Set the UART_RX flag for the main loop 

__ bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPMO_bits); II Wake-up CPU 

d) UART Communication - Main Loop, Transmission, and Control Data: 

The overall goal of the UART communication protocol is to allow a mobile device to 
relay command data packets to the MSP430 that produce some function on the MSP430 and 
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peripherals, either resulting in a physical change( e.g. toggling an LED) or calling a data 

collection function to relay device data back to the mobile device. This control architecture 

is achieved in the main loop, where a number of switch/case statements are used depending 

on the state of the global StatusRegister variable. 

The outer switch/case statement is used to separate functions triggered via commands 

received from UART RX interrupts versus other states the status register might take. This 

switch/case statement takes the form: 

switch(StatusRegister) 
{ 

case 0: 

break; 

case UART RX: 

break; 

case ADC: 

break; 

II No flag set 

II UART byte received 

II ADC Value received 

When the status register is in the idle state (0), the processor is kept in low power 

mode with interrupts enabled. Otherwise, there are two possibilities - either the status 

register is set by a UART RX interrupt or an ADC interrupt The UART RX interrupt results 

in another switch/case statement being initiated where the data packet (UART_RXData 

global variable) defines some desired function being called by the user of the mobile device. 

There are four main commands that can be sent as well as three peripheral commands, given 

by: 

Main Commands: 

GET vee 
GET TEMP 
GET BATTERY 

PPG MEASURE 

Ox34 

Ox35 
Ox36 

Ox37 

Peripheral commands: 

LED TOGGLE 

HELLO WORLD 

AUTHOR INFO 

Ox31 

Ox32 

Ox33 
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For example, if the user sends a data packet to the BLE module of Ox37, the 

PPG_MEASURE case statement is selected, which calls the measurePPG() function and 

triggers a UART RX of the derived HR using the SendByte_UART() function. Other 

received data packets achieve different results but use the same overall method. If the status 

register is triggered via an ADe interrupt, this is the result of one of the GET cases above, 

where processor characteristics are polled and measured using the MSP430 on-board ADe 

set to the temperature, vee, and battery voltage channels. The role of these three GET 

functions was mainly to ensure the BLE connection was functioning as normal, since it 

allowed for a simple test of whether the RX data packets could trigger an RX interrupt, poll 

for additional data given the RX packet command, and transmit data back to the mobile 

device. 
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2d. User Interface 

i. Introduction to Android Application: 

A main goal of the design was to allow for device-to-device communication between 
the heatt-rate monitor and an external mobile device. We decided to use a Nexus 7 (N7) 
2013 tablet running the Android Operating System (OS). This device was chosen for ease of 
development and prototyping. The mobile application was built upon a template provided 
by Hardware Breakout for their BLE BoosterPack16

. This section will consist of an overview 
of how the application components as well as the extensions built for our design. We will 

also discuss how the application is compiled and installed on board the N7. 
The main operation of the Android application for the purposes of this project can be 

summarized by the flowchart in Figure 20. 

Figure 20: Flowchart of Android application navigation scheme 

Home page 
View 

! 
BLE Connect 

View 

! 
Navigation 

Tab 

LED Control Data Gather 
View View 

On startup, the application opens to the Homepage View, where the user is 
welcomed to the application. The next step is the user opens the BLE Connect View, which 
uses the N7 on-board BLE capabilities to connect to the Bluegiga 112-A BLE module. Once 
connected, the user can then navigate to a number of other views. The two most important 
views are the LED Control and the Data Gather views, which serve two important functions. 
First, the LED Control view allows the user to confirm whether the HR-monitoring device is 
communicating appropriately with the N7. The Data Gather view allows the user to send 
commands to the HR monitor via BLE to poll for various types of data from the MSP430 
processor. 

16 ht!:IJs://github.com/HardwareBreakout/BluetoothLowEnergyBoosterPack 
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ii. LED Control View: 

The LED Control view can be used when a BLE module is connected to a TI 

MSP430G2553 Launchpad connected to a BLE112-A as well as a standalone device as in our 

design. Originally, the view was provided by Hardware Breakout to demonstrate how the 

application could be used to register button presses via the peripheral function of Pl.3 on the 

MSP430 Launchpad, physically indicated by the on-board LED toggling. In our design, the 

pushbutton is not present, however the LED toggle functionality still played an important 

role in testing. Primarily, this view was used to test whether the connection to the BLE 

module was functioning adequately - if the blue on-board LED toggled on the button press, 

the BLE communication was working and the application could continue to be used as 

needed. A screen capture of the LED Control view frontend is shown below in Figure 21. 

Figure 21: LED Control view screen capture 

The LED Control view backend is defined by six main functions: onCreateView(), 

onClick(), toggleButton(), clearButton(), incrementCount(), and dataReceived(). The 

on Create View() function is called when the fragment that defines the LED Control View is 

initialized (i.e. after the navigation button to get to the view is pressed). The onCreateView() 

function creates and returns the view hierarchy associated with the fragmentl7
. For example, 

in the onCreateView the clearButton and toggleButton objects are instantiated, and 

17 http:// developer.Android.com/reference/Android/app/Fra~ment.html 
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onClickListeners are enabled. When one of toggleButton or clearButton are pressed, the 

onClickListener for that button is triggered and the on Click() function is called. The 

on Click() function then executes another function based on which of the buttons are 

pressed (i.e. toggleButton() function called for toggleButton press). The clearButton() 

function clears the counter in the center of the view, while the toggleButton() function sends 

a data packet to the HR monitor that toggles the on-board LED via a UART RX interrupt. 

iii. Data Gather View: 

The Data Gather view is where the primary function of the mobile device occurs. 

Using the Data Gather view, the user can poll the MSP430 for processor information, as well 

as take a PPG measurement wirelessly without having to interface the HR monitor with a 

desktop computer or a wired connection. A screen capture of the Data Gather view frontend 

is shown below in Figure 22. 

Figure 22: Data Gather view screen capture 

Similar to the LED Control view, the Data Gather view backend is defined by an 

on Create View() function, an on Click() function, button press functions, and a set of 

functions that define the role of each respective button. However, an additional component 

of the Data Gather view backend is that the actions incurred by the received data are 

somewhat more nuanced. Rather than simply changing one aspect of the view when a data 
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packet is received, the data type that was polled for must be updated in the correct text area. 

That is, when the Update button for vee is pressed, the data packet that is received from 

the MSP430 is expected to update the vee data text area on the view. This is achieved by 

simple conditional logic in the dataReceived() function: 

public void dataReceived(byte[] data) ( 

for (inti= 0; i < data.length; i++) 

if (MODE == MEASURE_ vee) 

MODE= 0; 

else if (MODE - MEASURE_ V _BATTERY) 

MODE= 0; 

else if (MODE - MEASURE_ TEMP) 

MODE= 0; 

else if (MODE - MEASURE PPG) 

MODE = 0; 

The MODE variable is set within the view by the measure Vee(), measureBatteryV(), 

measureTemperature(), and measurePPG() functions. When one of these functions are 

called, the MODE variable is set to one of the following: 

MODEs: 

MEASURE vee = 1; 

MEASURE V BATTERY = 2 ; 

MEASURE_TEMP = 3; 

MEASURE PPG = 4; 
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3. Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Design: 

3a. Design goals: 

Upon building the final version of our PPG sensor, we wanted to have a device that 
not only worked effectively, but also took into consideration sizing and wearability. In 
comparison to some of the leaders on the market, Fitbit has a sensor that is only 3.5xl.S em 

and comes with an easily usable strap to attach the device to the wrist. Under our 

constraints, reducing our design to this size was impossible. However, we decided that if we 
physically detached the Analog Front End (APE) along with the sensor from the rest of the 

design, we could at least have a sensor side that could easily be strapped to a watch. The 
larger part of the board with a battery, MSP430G2553, and Bluegiga BLE could be connected 

to the APE with a flex wire and attached high up on the arm where it was less intrusive. 

Figure 23: Print Circuit Board Block Design 

Part 1: 
Analog Front End 

Part 2: 
AFE Control, DSP & Bluetooth 

Initial PCB 
Design 

Communication 

• 
Part 1: 

Part 2: 

Analog Front End 
AFE Control, DSP & Bluetooth 

Communication 

Final PCB 
Design 
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3b. Multisim Design: 

i. Analog Front End: 

The schematic in Multisim followed the design explained in the theory for the 

Analog Front End. However, we also needed to consider how to separate the AFE from the 

rest of the schematic. In order to accomplish this goal, all of the connections to nets such as 
V cc and ground needed to be separated. As such we made a V cc_AFE net and Ground_AFE 

net which would only be connected to the main board ground and V cc through a 10 pin flex 

wire connector. Now here on the Multisim design were these nets connected. On the 10 pin 

connector analog ground, accelerometer outputs, PPG output, and the output pins 

controlling the LEDs were connected to the main board. 

Figure 24: Analog Front End schematic 

ii. MSP430 Programming Interface Design: 

In order to build a device with an on board MSP430G2553, the device needs to be 

able to interface with code composer through a 6 pin connection. These 6 pins are seen in J4 

of Figure 25: Vee, SBWTCK, SBWTDIO, ground, and pins 1.1 and 1.2 which are RX and TX 

respectively. The pins used for the communication and programming are SBWTCK, 

SBWTDIO. RX and TX are the UART connection used for communication with the BLE 

module as described above. The main consideration when building the hardware layout for 

the MSP430 is to include the 47kQ resistor connected from Vee to SBWTDIO along with a 
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lnF capacitor connected from SBWTDIO to ground. These components are essential for 

timing the initial startup communication from code composer to the MSP430 and must be 

included in the printed circuit board design in order to be able to program the device as 

necessary. The fmal design can be seen in the Multisim schematic in Figure 26 below. 

Figure 25: MSP430G2553 Launchpad Pins Schematid8 
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Figure 26: MSP430 Multisim. Design Schematic 

18 http://www.ti.com/lit/dslsymlink/msp430g2553.pdf 
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iii. BLE Programing Interface and Communication with MSP430: 

Two considerations needed to be taken into account when designing the BLE 

schematic. First, the chip needed to be able to be loaded with firmware. This was 

accomplished by connecting pins 2.1, 2.1 and RST on the chip to a 12 pin connector which 

was used with a CC debugger to upload the chip's firmware. Second, we needed to 

communicate with the MSP430 in order to control the microprocessor and send data to the 
Android app. This was done by connecting the RX pin on the BLE with the TX of the 

MSP430 and the TX of the BLE with the RX of the MSP430. Furthermore, BLE RTS was 
sent to P2.4 on the MSP430, 0.0 was sent to 2.5, RST was sent to 2.0 and CTS was sent to 2.3. 

These allowed communication from the BLE to the MSP430. 

BLE_OD 

iv. Power Supply: 

Figure 27: BLE Module Multisim Schematic 

. vccJ . 
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rc.-, f----=--~>BLE_cTX!> 
ro-s 
EC·_'" > BLE_RXD 

In order to power the device we took two approaches. The first was that the Vee net 

from the MSP430 programming pins would be connected to the a computer, giving power to 

the board. However, we wanted a design that would be wearable and not need to be plugged 
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into either a computer or a wall jack As such, we designed a battery power supply to take in 

two 3V coin cell batteries in series for a 6V supply. This was fed into a 3.3V regulator to 

output the needed voltage for the BLE, MSP430, and op amps. We also added various 0.1 p.F 

capacitors in close proximity to all active circuit components in parallel with the 3.3 V 

output in order to stabilize this voltage. 

Figure 28: Power Supply Multisim Schematic 
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3c. Ultiboard Design: 

The Multisim design was then transferred to Ultiboard for Printed Circuit Board 
(PCB) layout design. In this final design step, we had to develop a method for minimizing 

the size of our final board. In order to save costs, both designs were printed on the same 

board and then cut away from each other for separation. This was done by first designing the 
sensor/APE section. In order to make this as small as possible, pads for components were 

printed on both sides of the board. This added to difficulties when it came to circuit 
construction but allowed for drastic size reduction. The final layout was about 3.5 em x 2.5 

em, which is compararable to the size of the smallest Fitbit module. 

The design of the main board only had components on one side, as there was not as 

much concern for minimization of size. Furthermore, there were many more parts which 
would have made the circuit construction much more difficult and even impossible given the 

tools available. This part of the board was 7.0 em x 6.5 em. In an ideal design, this would be 
reduced further so that the entire design could fit in a watch-like package. 
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Figure 30: Main Board 

Much of the difficulty experienced with the PCB layout design were ensuring that all 

the correct connections between components could be made. In most designs, the net 
connector tool could only make about 80% of about 100 connections. This was because our 

design was quite complex and minimizing the design left little space to correctly connect all 
components. As such, many of the connections had to be made manually, often times using 2 
or 3 through holes to different layers for a single connection. This problem likely could have 

been avoided by more expert circuit design. We tried many different placements of 
components but were never able to fully resolve this issue. In addition, on prototyping these 

connection complexities caused problems. An example of connection issues we faced with a 
prototype board are shown in the appendices, where we needed to repair connections 

manually on the printed board. 
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4. Results: 

4a. PCB Design 

i Batte:r;y .Ufe: 

Our final device operates as expected both for the Analog Front End and digital 
processing and communication components. The battery is able to functionally supply our 
circuit enough power to all components. The peak current drain from the battery are given 
below in Table L 

Table 1: Battmy Current Drain 

Load Type Current Load (mA) 

Low Power Mode (LPM) 1~16.7 

PPC .Measurement 30.0..34.0 

An approximation of the battery life can be calculated from the data in Table 1. We assume 
the battery stays in LPM for the majority of use, while the ppgMeasure() function is the only 
function called by the user. The ppgMeasure() function runs for approximately lOs per use, 
with an average current load of 32mA. lf the user calls the ppgMeasure() function x times 
per minute (note that we assume xis in the range from 0 to 6), given that the battery has a 
rating of 225mAh, a typical use will run for (See appendix for derivation): 

raring 225mAII 

load"' - (990+ IS.Sx) 
"""''' mA 60 

Therefore, if the user calls the ppgMeasure() function once per minute, the battery would 
last for: 

,_, 22SmAh B.3h 
IJ.'f~ - 19mA - rs 

Such characteristics allow for sustained operation of the device independent for a wired 
power supply connection for sufficiently long periods of time. In addition, the overall design 
cost approximately $540 (see Appendices for estimate), which is within an acceptable range 
of our budget (originally$500). 

ii. Accelerometer for Adavtive Filtering: 

There was only one major failure in our final PCB design. This was that the pads for 
an accelerometer were incorrectly design on Ultiboard. This minor set back (among other 
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reasons) prevented the implementation of an adaptive filter to remove motion artifacts from 

the PPG signal (see appendix for more detail). 

4b. Testing: 

Primary effectiveness of the device was measured by testing our HR monitor with 

another wearable sensor. We compared measurements obtained from our design with that of 

a current Fitbit model. These results clearly show that our system is in agreement with one 

of the industry leaders in PPG wearable technology, and that our device is successful at 

deriving PPG-based heart rates. 

Table 2: Results Versus Fitbit 

Our Device Fitbit Percent 

HR HR Difference 

65 66 1.52% 

64 64 0.00% 

65 66 1.52% 

70 70 0.00% 

80 75 6.67% 

77 78 1.28% 
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5. Conclusions and Discussion: 

Overall, we were able to design and build a functional wireless photoplethysmogram 

sensor capable of communication with an Android application using Bluetooth Low Energy. 

The main issue in our design came from that fact that it is not easily wearable. The sensor 

and APE section of the device has a small footprint and is easily strapped onto the wrist with 

a watch. However, the digital and power supply section of the board is still quite large and 

cumbersome. It is not easily attached to the wrist and would need to be reduced in size in 

order for the device to be more easily used. 

Another issue with our final product is that it is only able to produce stable 

measurements while the wearer is relatively still. If the user were running or walking, it 

would be very difficult for the system to obtain an accurate measurement. This is an issue 

that can be addressed by adaptive filtering with accelerometer inputs to cancel out motion 

artifacts. While we were able to begin research on this topic and implement a simulation in 

MATLAB, time constraints prevented us from implementing this filter in our final design. 

Despite these issues, our device is able to accurately measure heart rate compared to a 

Fitbit When looking at the analog output of our device, a clear PPG signal can consistently 

be obtained. While our device has a long way to go to be competitive with the leaders in the 

field, the main goals of our design were accomplished, and our system operates as an 

effective and accurate heart rate monitor. 
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7. Appendices: 

Appendix 1 - Project Hardware Cost Breakdown: 

Table 3: Parts List and Estimate of Net Hardware Costs 

Part Description Number Number in Each Unit Cost 
Purchased Final Device ($) 

MSP430G2553 Micro controller (SMT) 6 1 2.38 

MCP1700 3.3 voltage regulator 6 1 0.37 

Flex Cable Base to AFE connection lO 1 1.12 

CCDebugger BLEll2-A Programming 1 1 49.38 

TLV2774CD Quad Operational Amplifier 6 1 3.66 

TLE2426 Analog ground 6 1 1.61 

BLE112-A BLE Module 2 1 11.89 

MSP430G2553 Microcontroller for O* 1 9.99 
Launchpad programming interface 

SFH7060 PPG Optical Sensor 6 1 4.78 

BLE BoosterPack BLE Module MSP430 1 0 50.00 
Interface 

Printed Circuit Board PCB printing cost 1 1 167.00 

JS1020ll Analog switch 6 1 0.51 

MPD 2032 Battery Battery holder 6 1 1.95 
Stack 

Panasonic 2032 20mm Coin cell battery so 2 0.32 
3V Battery 

Passive Components Estimate of costs of passive - - 30.00 
components 

Total Cost 

* MSP430G2553 Launchpads were readily available and did not need to be purchased 

**Two boards were printed, with the original prototype board costing -$99.00 

Total Cost: $537.92 

Total Cost 
($) 

14.28 

2.22 

ll.20 

49.38 

21.96 

9.66 

23.78 

0.00* 

28.68 

50.00 

266.00** 

3.06 

ll.70 

16.00 

30.00 

537.92 
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Appendix 2 - Prototype Board Connection Issues: 

Figure 32: Photograph of prototype board with connection issue repairs 
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Ap_pepdjr 3-Deriyation of :Battery Life: 

Model Parameten: 

x - number of uses per hour 

load;;~ - 32.0mA 

load.;:! - 16.5mA 

r!-< - (60 -lOx) 

rm -lOx 

raring - 225mAh 

Average load current given operation: 

Battery life given average load: 

If x -1 use per hour: 

load.~. -

lotldf.:·l()_...,+load;;.! ·t,.}'O( mA 

60 

16.5·(60 - 10x)+32.0·10x mA 

60 

990+155x 
60 mA 

load;':_. 
--- raring- 225mAh 

' 
... ..., 
4" 

225mAh 

225mAh - 8.3hrs 
19mA 
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Appendix 4 - MSP430 and BLE Source Code: 

#include <msp430g2553 . h> 
#include "stdarg.h" 

II Flag for StatusRegister which allows interrupts to communicate with the main loop 
#define UART_RX BIT0 
#define BUTTON 
#define ADC 

Bill 
BIT2 

II Character commands from the computer 
#define LED_ TOGGLE 0x31 I I "1" 
#define GET_VCC 0x34 
#define GET TEMP 0x35 
#define GET_BATTERY 0x36 
#define PPG_MEASURE 0x37 II 11711 

unsigned char StatusRegister; 
unsigned char UART_RXData; 
unsigned int ADCValue; 
unsigned int HR; 

volatile float count, beat; 

II Function declarations 
void printf( char *, ... ); 
void Initialize(void ); 
void SendByte_UART( unsigned char ); 
void measureVCC( void ); 
void measureTemp( void ); 
void measureBattery(void ); 
void measurePPG(void ); 
int medianFilter( int *arr); 

void main( void ) { 

WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD; 
BCSCTL1 = CALBC1_1MHZ; 
DCOCTL = CALDCO_lMHZ; 

II Initialize UART and IIO 
Initialize(); 

II Main running loop 
while (1) 
{ 

I I "4" 

I I "s" 
I I "6" 

II Byte received via UART 
II Value measured from ADC 
II HR measurement 

II Stop WDT 
II Set calibrated DCO values 

II Determine which flags are set and run code accordingly 
switch(StatusRegister) 
{ 

II No flag set 
case 0: 

__ bis_SR_register(LPM0_bits + GIE); II Enter LPM0, interrupts 
enabled 
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8 bits 

} 

} 
} 

break; 

II UART byte received 
case UART_RX: 

StatusRegister &= ~UART_RX; II Clears the Status Flag 

II Determine which command was sent 
switch (UART_RXData) 
{ 

} 
break; 

case LED TOGGLE: 
PlOUT "= BIT0; 
break; 

case GET_VCC: 
measureVCC(); 
break; 

case GET_TEMP: 
measureTemp(); 
break; 

case GET BATTERY: 
measureBattery(); 
break; 

case PPG_MEASURE: 
measurePPG(); 
SendByte_UART(HR); 
break; 

default : break; 

II Button pressed 
case BUTTON: 

PlOUT "= BITG; 
StatusRegister &=~BUTTON; II Clears the Status Flag 
SendByte_UART( ' b' ); II Sent 'b' representing button press 
break; 

II ADC Value received 
case ADC: 

StatusRegister &= ~ADC; II Clears the Status Flag 
ADCValue = ADCValue >> 2; 11 Shifts the 10-bit value down to 

SendByte_UART(ADCValue); ll Send ADC byte 
break; 
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!** 
* Initialize all pins and UART. Note: ADC is not initialized here 
**! 
void Initialize(void ) 
{ 

//***********Start code, set to 1 MHz (from examples)* 
DCOCTL = exee; 
BCSCTLl = CALBCl_lMHZ; /* Set DCO to lMHz */ 
DCOCTL = CALDCO_lMHZ; 
/* Basic Clock System Control 1 
* XT20FF -- Disable XT2CLK 
* ~XTS -- Low Frequency 
* DIVA_e -- Divide by 1 */ 
BCSCTLl I= XT20FF + DIVA_e; 
!* Basic Clock System Control 3 
* XT2S_e -- e.4 - 1 MHz 
* LFXT1S_2 -- If XTS = e, XTl VLOCLK If XTS 1, XTl 3 - 16-MHz crystal or 

resonator 

} 

!** 

* XCAP_l -- ~6 pF */ 
BCSCTL3 = XT2S_e + LFXT1S_2 + XCAP_l; 
//***********End code, set to 1 MHz************* 

II Set up red LED on Pl.e as output ... 
PlDIR I= BITe; 
PlDIR I= BIT6; 
PlOUT &= ~BITe + BIT6; 

II Button interrupt pin initialization 
PlDIR I= ~BIT3; 
PlREN I= BIT3+BIT4; // allow pull-down on INCH_4 for HR ADC Measurement 
PlOUT I = BIT3; 
PliES I= BIT3; 
PliE I= BIT3; 
PliFG &= ~BIT3; 

__ enable_interrupt(); 

II Initialize UART 
PlSEL = Bill + BIT2; 
PlSEL2 = Bill + BIT2; 
UCAeCTLl I= UCSSEL_2; 
UCAeBRe = le4; 
UCAeBRl = e; 
UCAeMCTL = UCBRS2 + UCBRSe; 
UCAeCTLl &= ~UCSWRST; 
IE2 I= UCAeRXIE; 

// Set Pl.l = RXD, Pl.2=RXD 

II SMCLK and base clock 
II lMHz/le4 96ee 
II lMHz 96ee 
//Modulation UCBRSx = 5 
II **Initialize USC! state machine** 
II Enable USC! Ae RX interrupt 

* Start a vee measurement using the internal reference. An ADC interrupt will be 
thrown. 
* This simply initialized the ADC for a single measurement. NOTE: This can measure 
a 
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* maximum of 3V vee since 1.5V ref is used. If you would like to measure higher, 
use a 
* 2.5V reference. 
**I 
void measureVCC( void ) 
{ 

SMeLK 

} 

I** 

ADe1eeTL0 &= -ENe; II Disable ADe 
II Use reference, 16 clock ticks, internal 1.5V reference on, interrupt enable 
II NOTE: This can measure a maximum of 3V vee since 1.5V ref is used 
ADe1eeTL0 SREF_1 + ADe10SHT_3 + REFON + ADe100N + ADe10IE; 
ADe1eeTL1 = ADe10DIV_3 + ADe10SSEL_3 + INeH_11; 11 divider 14, set vee channel, 

__ delay_cycles (128); 
ADe1eeTL0 I= ENe + ADe1ese; 

II Delay to allow Ref to settle 
II Start single measurement 

* Start a temperature measurement using the internal temperature sensor and 1.5V 
* reference. 
**I 
void measureTemp( void ) 
{ 

} 

I** 

ADe1eeTL0 &= -ENe; II Disable ADe 
ADe1eeTL1 = ADe10DIV_3 + INeH_10; 11 divider 18, set temperature channel, SMeLK 
II Use reference, 16 clock ticks, internal 1.5V reference on, interrupt enable 
ADe1eeTL0 = SREF_1 + ADe10SHT_3 + REFON + ADe100N + ADe10IE; 
__ delay_cycles (128); II Delay to allow Ref to settle 
ADe1eeTL0 I= ENe + ADe1ese; II Start single measurement 

* Start an external measurement to measure the battery voltage using A6. 
* NOTE: This uses vee as a reference voltage, you should measure vee 
* first to ensure accurate measurement of the battery voltage. 
**I 
void measureBattery(void ) 
{ 

ADe1eeTL0 &= -ENe; II Disable ADe 
II 16 clock ticks, interrupt enable 
ADe1eeTL0 = ADe10SHT 3 + ADe100N + ADe10IE; II Sample and hold time, adc on, 

interrupt enable 
ADe1eeTL1 = ADe10DIV_3 + ADe10SSEL 3 + INeH_4; II divider 14, set vee 

channel, SMeLK 
__ delay_cycles (128); II 

Delay to allow Ref to settle 
ADe1eeTL0 I= ENe + ADe1ese; II 

Start single measurement 
} 

I** 
*Measure HR using analog PPG input on P1.7 

**I 
void measurePPG(void ) { 
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P2DIR I= BIT1IBIT2; 

P20UT I = BIT1; 
P20UT &= -BIT2; 

II Setup Clock 
II Note: UART requires SMCLK@ 1MHz so must reset after measurement routine 
II is complete. 
BCSCTL2 I= exeG; II SMCLK is DCOCLKI8 (250kHz if DC0=1MHz) 
TA1CTL =TASSEL 2 + MC 2+ ID_3; II Timer A1, SMCLK, continuous 
BCSCTL1 I= DIVA_3; II set to 11 to divide VLO by 8 for ACLK 

II Setup AID 
ADC10CTL0 &= -ENC; 
ADC10CTL1 INCH_4IADC10SSEL_1; 
ADC10CTL0 = ADC100N I ENCIADC10SHT_2; 

II Disable ADC 
II Set to channel 4 
II Turn ADC on, enable conversions 

volatile unsigned int countCycles = e; 
volatile unsigned int delayForCycles = 3; II delay for a few cycles 

II to allow beats to normalize 

volatile unsigned int adval, state, timer,i,j; 
volatile unsigned int max, min, average, maxstart, minstart, averagestart, k, 

sd, up, down; 
int array[11]; 
state = 1; 
maxstart = e; 
minstart = 1024; 
average = e; 
hr_net = e; 
i =0; 

j = e; 
k = e; 
up= e; 
down = e; 

P10UT &= -BITe; 

II Initialize HR measurement state to CHECK_HIGH state (e) 
state = e; 

while (1) { 

II Get ADC result for using in 
ADC10CTL0 I= ADC10SC; 
while (ADC10CTL1 & ADC10BUSY); 
adval = ADC10MEM; 

j += 1; 
if (j <200){ 

P10UT 1 = BITe; 
} 
if (j==200 ){ 

P10UT &= -BITe; 

HR application 
II Start conversion 
II Wait for conversion to finish 
II Get AID conversion result 
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} 
if (j > 2ee) { 

i += 1; 
if ( i < 15e) { 

} 

else { 

if (adval > maxstart) { 
maxstart = adval; 

} 
if (adval < minstart) { 

minstart = adval; 
} 

if (i == 15e) { 

} 

up = (maxstart - minstart) * .25; 
down = (maxstart - minstart) * .25; 
if((maxstart-minstart)<2ee){ 

} 

i = e; 
j = e; 
P20UT I = BIT2; 

max maxstart up; 
min minstart + down; 

II HR Measurement 
if (state == e) { // If in CHECK_HIGH state 

if (adval > max) { // If adval goes above threshold 

} 

timer = TA1R; I I get timer result 
count= TA1R I (15625.e); //get bps 
beat= 6e I count; // convert to bpm 

if (beat > 2ee) { II discount erroneous 
//signals 

continue; 
} 
if (countCycles > e) { 

array[countCycles - 1] = beat; 
hr _net += beat; 

} 
TA1R = e; 
state = 1; 

II accumulate hr net sum 
II rest timer register to zero 
II set state to CHECK_LOW 

countCycles = countCycles + 1; 

} else if (state == 1) { 

if (adval < min) II If passes lower threshold 
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} 

state II reset state to CHECK_HIGH 
} 

II Break out of loop after 11 measurements 
if (countCycles > 11) { 

break; 
} 

} 
} 

} 

II Get average HR over 11 measurements 
HR = medianFilter(array); 
hr_net = e; 
P10UT &= -BITe; 
P20UT &= -(BIT2IBIT1); 
II Re-initialize SMCLK so UART connection can function as previous 
II Note: this was determined to be important through trial and error 
II experimentation --> UART requires 1MHz SMCLK to drive appropriately 
II so the division does not work 
BCSCTL2 "= 0x06; 

int medianFilter( int arr[11]) { 
int i, j, k; 

} 

int temp; 
int median=0; 

for (i=0; i<11; i++) { 

} 

for (j=i+1; j<11; j++) { 

} 

if (arr[i]>arr[j]){ 
temp = arr[i]; 
arr[i]=arr[j]; 
arr[j ]=temp; 

} 

for (k = 5; k < 8; k++) { 
median += arr[k]; 

} 

return medianl3; 

I** 
*puts() is used by printf() to display or send a string .. This function 
* determines where printf prints to. For this case it sends a string 
* out over UART, another option could be to display the string on an 
* LCD display. 
**I 
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void puts( char *s) { 
char c; 

} 

I** 

II Loops through each character in string 's' 
while (c = *s++) { 

SendByte_UART(c); 
} 

* puts() is used by printf() to display or send a character. This function 
* determines where printf prints to. For this case it sends a character 
* out over UART. 
**I 

void putc( unsigned b) { 
SendByte_UART(b); 

} 

I** 
* Send a 8 bit char using the UART 
**I 
void SendByte_UART( unsigned char RXValue) 
{ 

while (!(IFG2&UCA0RXIFG)); II USCI_A0 RX buffer ready? 
UCA0RXBUF = RXValue; II Send 8-bit character 

} 

I** 
* UART receive interrupt. 
**I 
#pragma vector=USCIAB0RX_VECTOR 
__ interrupt void USCI0RX_ISR( void ) 
{ 

UART_RXData = UCA0RXBUF; II Received byte to UART_RXData 
StatusRegister I= UART_RX; II Set the UART_RX flag for the main loop 
__ bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM0_bits); II Wake-up CPU 

} 

I** 
* Button press P1.3 interrupt 
**I 
#pragma vector=PORTl_VECTOR 
__ interrupt void Port_l( void ) 
{ 

} 

I** 

II Toggle LED when button pressed (for visual indication) 
PlOUT A- BIT0; 
PliFG &= ~BIT3; II P1.3 IFG cleared loop for button press 

StatusRegister I= BUTTON; II Set the BUTTON flag for the main loop 
__ bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM0_bits); II Wake-up CPU 
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* ADC10 Interrupt. 
**I 
#pragma vector=ADC10_VECTOR 
__ interrupt void ADC10_ISR ( void ) 
{ 

} 

ADCValue = ADC10MEM; 

II Re-enable the button interrupt (might be 
PlDIR &= ~BIT3; 
PliE I= BIT3; 
PliES I= BIT3 
PliFG &= ~BIT3; 

StatusRegister I= ADC; 
__ bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPMe_bits); 

II Saves measured value. 

disabled for battery measurement). 
II Set P1.3 to input direction 
II P1.3 interrupt enabled 
II P1.3 Hillo edge 
II P1 . 3 IFG cleared 

I I Set ADC flag 
II Wake-up CPU 
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Appendix 5 - Adaptive filtering Attempt Explanation and Results: 

L Introduction: 

Adaptive filters have become ubiquitous in modern applications of digital signal 
processing. One of the most important applications of adaptive filtering is in system 
identification, where a model of a physical system is established that is then used in a control 
system. If the underlying system is time varying in nature, then the model has to be adjusted 
over time. Another application of adaptive filtering is in a process known as deconvolution, 
where an input signal that passes through a physical system (e.g. a communication system) 
and is then distorted. The adaptive filter is the then used to undo the distortion caused by 
the physical system. 

Removal of interference is also among the main applications of digital and analog 
filtering, and is the main goal of this project When the signal and noise characteristics are 
stationary and known (i.e. has constant frequency characteristics), then filters with constant 
tap weights/coefficients are sufficient to remove the unwanted frequencies from the input 
signal x(n). However, when the characteristics of both the signal and noise change over time, 
such static filters are inadequate. When the characteristics of the signal change over time, a 
filter that can learn and adapt to the new characteristics of the interference signal is desired. 
Such a filter would then be able to estimate the interfering signal and remove it from the 
input signal x(n). 

In this extension, we consider the problems proposed by the IEEE 2015 Signal 
Processing cup, titled "Heart Rate Monitoring During Physical Exercise Using Wrist-Type 
Photoplethysmographic (PPG) Signals

19
", which also serves as a valuable learning experience 

for our Engineering 090 wireless heart-rate sensor project One of the main issues in 
wrist-based heart-rate (HR) monitoring is the presence of strong motion artifacts that 
corrupt the input signal. This type of interference, especially when it corresponds to 
frequency artifacts in the biologically relevant range, makes heart-rate estimation incredibly 
difficult 

20 
IL Theory : 

Adaptive noise cancellation is summarized below in Fig. l. In general, a real-world 
signal is characterized as follows: 

x(n) = v(n)+ m(n) 

Where x(n) is the observed signal, v(n) is the signal of interest, and m(n) is some additive 
noise. The output of the signal is some error signal e(n) which is the input minus an estimate 
of the input interference. Therefore, the error signal is characterized as: 

e(n) = x(n )-y(n) 

19 http://www.signalvrocessingsociety.org/svcuv20l5/indexhtml 
20 http://www.meo.etc.uvt.ro/materii/cursuri/PSB/8.IJdf 
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Figure 33: Block Diagram of Adaptive FIR filter 
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The output of the system is then given by: 

e(n) = x(n)- y(n) 

= v(n)+m(n)-y(n) 

The signal y(n) is therefore an estimate of the primary noise. The goal of the filter then rests 
on minimizing the statistical average error of the system- that is, x(n) should converge as 
close as possible to the desired signal v(n) given the adaptive algorithm. The statistical 
average is computed as follows: 

E[e2(n)]= E[(v(n)+ m(n) - y(n))2 J 
= E[ v2(n)]+ E[( m(n)- y(n))2 ]+ 2E[ v(n)( m(n)- y(n))] 

= E[ v2(n)]+ E[( m(n)- y(n))2 J 

Note that since we assume that the desired signal v(n) is uncorrelated with the noise m(n) 
and noise estimate y(n), the third term goes to zero. 

Therefore, given the goal of the filter is to reduce the average error (which is also the 
output power), the following holds: 

minE[e2(n)]=E[v2(n)]+minE[( m(n) - y(n))2 J 

Since the filter can only adjust its parameters to estimate the noise m(n), the filter output 
y(n) will be the mean squared error estimate of the primary noise signal. Of fundamental 
importance, though, is that if E[ (m(n)-y(n) )2 ] is minimized, then we know E[ ( e(n)-v(n) )2 ] 

is also minimized, since we know from the system output equation above that: 

e(n) - v(n) = m(n) - y(n) 
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Therefore, if the adaptive filter outputs the mean squared error estimate of the noise m(n), it 
will also produce e(n) as the mean squared error estimate of the signal of interest. 

Since we know that y(n) is an FIR filter, we can simply scale the reference input by a 
vector of the coefficients where: 

r(n) = [r0(n),lj(n), ... ,rM_1(n)] 
T 

The coefficient vector w(n) is multiplied by the reference input r(n) vector to give: 

e(n) = x(n )- wr (n )r(n) 

There are many algorithms that can be used to adjust the coefficient vector w(n) to 
minimize the mean-squared error. Herein we will consider the Least-Mean-Squares (LMS) 
Algorithm. The derivation begins by squaring the estimation error e(n) such that we get: 

e2(n) = ( x(n )-wr (n)r(n))2 

= x(n )-2x(n )rr (n )w(n)+wr (n )r(n )rr (n)w(n) 

The squared error term e2(n) is a quadratic function of w(n) and the inputs and is 
graphically depicted as a non-negative paraboloid. The goal of the filter optimization is to 
reach the bottom of the paraboloid, which can be achieved using gradient-based methods. 
The LMS algorithm assumes that e2(n) is an estimate for the mean-squared error is based on 
the method of steepest descent, where the new coefficient vector w(n+ 1) is given by the 
present coefficient vector w(n) plus a correction based on the gradient of the squared error 
"V (n), given by: 

w(n + 1) = w(n)- J.i\l(n) 

The gradient is estimated by the derivative of the squared-error term with respect to w(n), 
given by: 

V(n) = -2x(n )r(n )+ 2 { wr (n )r(n )} r(n) 

= -2( x(n )+ wr (n )r(n) )r(n) 

=-2e(n)r(n) 

The overall updating function for the coefficient vector is given by: 

w(n + 1) = w(n )+ 2f.1e(n )r(n) 
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IlL Methods: 

For our particular case, we constructed a 4-part filter consisting of adaptive and static 
components. The system takes the initial PPG input (x(n)) and reference inputs (r1(n), r2(n), 
r3(n) ), each of which correspond to acceleration in a particular direction, and performs the 
following algorithm: 

Real-time Processing: 
l. For each window of data, where the windowed data is given by xw(n), r1w(n), 

r2w(n), and r3w(n), and filter them with a 4th order Butterworth filter that restricts 
the data to the biologically relevant range. 

2. The error estimate e1(n) is then constructed from ~(n) and the reference input 
r1w(n) to construct through the first stage LMS algorithm. 

3. Another error estimate e2(n) is then constructed from e1(n) and the reference 
input r2w(n) through the second stage LMS algorithm. 

4. A final error estimate e3(n) is then constructed from ez(n) and the reference input 
r3w(n) through the second stage LMS algorithm. 

5. The final error estimate e3(n) should then, in theory, be an estimate of the MSE 
estimate of the desired signal v(n), which is our underlying PPG signal. e3(n) is 
sent through a peak-finding algorithm to determine the frequency from 
successive peaks, and then the median frequency is used to determine the heart 
rate in beats per minute for that signal. 

Post-Processing: 
The final error estimate is then sent through a smoothing algorithm in MATLAB 
where the data is smoothed with a local regression using weighted linear least 
squares. The smooth algorithm chosen also assigns a lower weight to outliers in the 
regression. 

The overall goal of the above algorithm is to eliminate the motion artifacts that affect the 
underlying PPG signal that come from motion-based interference in the x, y, and z 
directions. 
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IV: Results: 

Figure 34: Initial noisy PPG signal from given data 
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Pi& 36: Final HR. Estimation Results vs. ECG-Derived Actual BPM with Adaptive Filtering 
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Fig 37: Final HR. Estimation Results vs. ECG-Derived .Actual BPM without Adaptive 
Filtering 
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Examples of corrupted signals: 

Figure 38: Corrupted PPG Signal at n=Sl 
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V: Discussion & Conclusion: 

Overall, our method of LMS adaptive filtering worked fairly well on the dataset given_ 
However, this is a limited case and without further investigation into more situations it is 
difficult to assess how effective this method is_ Furthermore, we looked into many other 
methods and it seems that a better method may have been TROIKA The TROIKA 
framework utilizes signal decomposition, sparsi~-based high-resolution spectrum 
estimation, and spectral peak tracking and verification 1

_ Because of the time limitations of 
this project as well as the fact that we were unable to cover these topics in class, we were 
unable to implement the TROIKA method_ 

With this project was successful in terms of a proof of concept, we were unable to 
implement this system in real time on our PPG device_ Further work would include a real 
time processing of a PPG signal on the device itself 

Finally, this project exemplifies many aspects of DSP that are extremely important in 
society_ This project, dealing with effective PPG measuring is a very effective tool in non 
invasive patient monitoring_ Using LMS adaptive filtering with a PPG analog device can give 
doctors more access to patient vital signals even when they are not in the hospital_ 
Furthermore, the concepts used in this project are applicable to many more situations_ Any 
signal that has noise that varies with time and frequency is a very difficult problem and 
adaptive filters offer an effective solution to these problems_ Adaptive filtering allows 
systems to understand and interact with changing environments. The framework of DSP 
filtering has been laid down in our class experience and this project shows how we can 
adjust these techniques in order to improve them for more dynamic problems_ 

21 TROIKA source: http:l/aRXiv_or~/pd.fll503.00688v2 .pdf 
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